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jINCHO-QUININE, which was placed in the hands of physicians in 1869, has been tested in all parts of the country,
d the testimony in its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Peruvian Bark,

"t
ia, Quinidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.

I have tested CiNCo-QUININE, and have found it to contain quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine."
F. A. GENTH, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.

LÂaoRAToRY OF THH UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO, February 1, 1875.

I hereby certify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINCHo-QuININE, and by direc-

O I made a qualitative examination for quinine, quinidine, and cinchonine, and hereby certify that I found these alka-

de in CINCHo-QUININE." C. GILBERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.

«I have made a careful analysis of the contents of a bottle of your CINCHo-QuININiE, and find it to contain quinine,

'einidine, ciachonine, and oinchonidine." S. P. SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.

i no other form are contained the important alka- Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to

* rinci les of Bark, so as to be accessible to know that I have used the alkaloid for two years or

ica gent emen. nearly, in my practice, and I have found it reliable,

it is found Quinidia, which is beiieved te be a and ai I think that you claim for it. For children

er anti-periodic than Quinines; and the alkaloids and those of irritable stomach, as well as those too

egin association, unquestinably produce favor- easily quininized by the Suiphate, the Cincho acts

remedial influences which can be obtained from like a charm, and we can hardly sec how we did with-

eue alone. out it so long. I hope the supply will continue.
e aone aYours, with due regard,

n addition to its superior efficacy as a tonic and J. R. TAYLok, Kosse, Texas.
5
1t-periodic, it has the following advantages which

%t'ýtlyinccaseitsvale tophyicinsi have uised yotrr CINCHO-QUlINtNE exclusiveiy for
tly icrease its value te physicians :- four years in this malarial region.

S . Itexerts the fuil therapeutie influence of Sul- It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and

of Quinine, in the same doses, witout oppress- more agreeable to administer. It gives great satisfac-
~the stomach, creatin~ nausea, or pr*oducington

bral distress, as the Sulphate of Quinne fre- D. H. CHASE, M.D., Louville, Ky.
tdoes, and it produces much less constitutional I have used the CINCHO-QUININE ever since its

2.d It hs the great advantage of being nearly introduction, and ar se well satisfled with its results

tlsantto the most sensitive or delihcate woman or Sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during
teinld. svthe paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus

3d. It is less costly; the price will fluctuate with the ose no time.

fall of barks; but will always be imuch less W. E. ScHENCK, M.D., Pekin, 111.

thSpht uioninet I am using CINcHO-QUININE, and fmid it to act as

t meets indications not met by that Salt. reliably and efficiently as the Sulphate.
lu the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

sively, and deem its action u n them more beneficial
Middleburg, Pa., than that of the time-honored Sulphate.

April 13, 1875. ou Sf the Suip W. C. SCHULTZE, M.D.,
G Intleme I cannot refrain from giving you my BOSE TE àME- Marengo, Iowa.

'imony regarding CINcHO-QUININE. CINcHo-QUININE in my practice has given the best
na practice ef twenty yeas-s, eigbt of wbich were ICOQN[Yinmyatcehsgv hebt

arccotwtyaseg fhcwra,5d'na of results, being in my estimation lar superior to Sul-
-. unetnws. uua I. h dav u'-

Connection withi a drug store. have use Qumnine
such cases as are generally recommended by the

kfesion. In the last four or five years I have used

frequently your CINCHO-QUININE in place of
uine, and 1 bave never been disappointed iu my

'tpetations.
JNO. Y. SHINDEL, MD.

Ihate of Quinine, and has many advanages over the
Sulphate. G. INGALLS, M.D.,

Northampton, Ma2s.
Your CINCHO-QUININE I have used with marked

success. I prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.
D. MAcKAY, M.D., Dallas, Texas.

We will send a sample package, for trial, containing nfty grains of CiNCHo-QUISIE, on receipt of twenty-five cents., or
'4e ounce on receipt of one dollar and sixty coents, post paid. Special prices given for orders amouating to one hundred

'Ituces and upwards.,
WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SALTS OF

Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, Barium, Bromine, Bismuth, Cerium, Calcium, Copper, Gold, lodine, Iron, Lead,

Manganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorua, Potassium, iver, Smum, T!». nue, «tc.

»W Prie List and Descr+tivie Cataloguefurnished upon application.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & 00., ManufacturingChomists,
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS

~III
~5.

SoutigXsurnal st etdical and »Itrgical $dit#tt
• (5riticism and 11tis,
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ML ôLLER'S
NORWEGIAN OD -IVE R Ot..

8.69ItlDm BxsacE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says :
the very best ever prepared for msedicinal purposes." ore

ABBorrs SMITH, M.D., M•R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It de
easily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other kin
oil are." 00-

Da. RUDDocKs M.D.ir L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: " We are glad to be able to give our
phatic recommiendation to so pure a preparation."

J. MARiox Sims, M. D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almost daily, and have eV
4

reason to be periectly satisfied with it."
DR. L. A. SAva'., New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil which is

fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."
N. B. SANDs, M.D,, New York, says: " It is remarkably free from impurities"

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Cana»

MICRC)SCOP
JAMES W. QUEEN & CO.,

924 Chestnut-St., 601 Broadway,
PRILADELPHIA. NEW YORX. dinyi
EEP constantly in stocr, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found ,0

house in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and Ob s,
fy Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc.; and being the exclusive Agents, for the United e
of MEsSRs. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturers. Al 'e

10.,000 PREPARED OBJECTS
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
A&ddress as above.

Anatomical Models and Osteological Preparationss
8KELETONS, SKULL8, MICROSCOPIC PREPARATIONS.

Special attention is hereby called to the fact, that we can supply a nur, e

of MEDICAL WORKS and CHARTS, either American, English or Frenc

Publications, at second-hand, at greatly reduced prices.

gW ORDERS FOR 'T'HE IMPORTATION OF BOOKS TAKEN. 9
Letters will be promptly answered and catalogues sent. Address

BERENDSOHN BROS., 23 John Street, New Yor'

ES.
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT
for July, 1875; $1.50.

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS;
4th edition; cloth, $4.25.

SALTER'S DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND SURGERY;
cloth, 84.50.

BEARD & ROCKWELL'S MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ELECTRICITY.

Second edition, revised, enlarged and mostly rewritten. With 200 illustrat'ions.

Cloth, $6.25 ; leather, $7.25.

ROBERTS ON URINARY AND RENAL DISEASES.
Second edition; cloth, $4.50.

PARRISH'S TREATISE ON PHARMACY.
Fourth edition; cloth, $5.50.

LINCOLN'S ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS; $1.50.

SWAIN'S MANUAL OF SURGICAL EMERGENCIES.
Illustrated; $2.00.

CLAY'S HIANDBOOK OF OBSTETRIC SURGERY.
Third edition ; 2.25.

PAVY ON FOODS AND DIETETICS. $4.75.

FLINT'S PHYSIOLOGY.

Volume 5 completing the work. Special Senses: Generation.
Cloth, $4.50.

WILLING & WILLIAMSON,
Publishers & Importers.

12 KI11TG- STzREET EAST,
TO R ) Y T O.
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S
APPoAATU n LORAtomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Local Anæesthesia, &c.

B Y the Atomizer, any medicated liquid may be converted into the finest spray. In this state it may be inhaled into the sses
air-cells, thus opening a new era in the treatment of all diseases of the throat and lungs. (Fig. 15.) etilE

It consists of the sphere-shaped brase boiler A, steam outlet tube B, with P
K box C, formed to receive rubber packing through which the atomizing tube D Paset

D T steam tight and by means of which tubes of various sizes may be tightly held aga y
any force of steam. by screwing down the coverwhile the packing is warm; the s. it
valve E, capable of graduation for high or low pressure by the spring or screw In1..

.- top. the non-conducting handle F, by which the boiler may be lifted while hot, t J
dicament cup and cup-holder G, the support H, iron base I I, the glass face-ehied
with oval mouth-piece connected by the elastic band K with the cradle L whose s!X. or
staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand M M, where it may be fixed at any he's

G angle required by the milled screw N.

0 The waste cup, medicament cup andlamp are held in their places in such a ma
hat t hey cannot fall out when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or other

All its joints are hard boldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion of water Or
any attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw. spirts of hot water, to frighteI Ott
scald the patient. Is compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixth cubic fte
only, can be carried from place to place without removing the atomizing tube or tho
water, can be unpacked and repacked without loss of time. Will render th e berss0

. service for many years, and is cheap in the best sense of the word. Price $
6

; b ibFig. 15. The complete Steam Atomizer. parts, nickel plated, additional, $2.50. Neatly made, strong black walnut boxew
convenienthandle, additional $2.50. et

8 The most desirable hand apparatus. Rubber warranted of very e r
A quality. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seat and b9

Sperfectly lu all positions. The bulbe are adapted to ail the tubesma .
us for Local AnSsthesia in Surgical Operations, Teeth Extraction and

F halation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is supplied ws i-
C carefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanied 

ections for use. ai-
E O SMURTLEFF, D Every steam A pparatus is tested with steam, at very high pressure. iso,

Eapparatus le carefully packed for transportation, and warranted perfect.
HAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) with two glass 50

tubes. ........................................................----. $2 0
THE BOSTON ATOMIZER with two glass Atomizing tubes .......- 00

Fig. 5. Shurtleff's Atomnizing Apparatus. " TREMONT e e . ........ 2
Pat. March :2 1868. GLASS ATOMIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warranted 25

perfect................ .................. . ........................................................ 50
PERFUME ATOMIZER. nickel plated, for toilet use .......... ...
SILVER SPRAY " " . -...................
NICKEL PLATED TU ý ES, for Local Anesthesia and for Inhalation .. 
RHIGOLENE, for Loca Anastnesia, best quality, packed ........................ ........................-..
NASAL DOUCHE, for treating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight different varietios, eacn with two nozzles packed $1.2 50

1.50, 2.00, 2.50 and3 ered
N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sont with the order, either in form of draft, post-office order, or regi

tetter. ifAi For complete illustrated price-list of Apparatus, Tubes, &c., see pamphlet. . o
Will send by mail (post-paid), on application, a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished foreign authOritt. e«

"Inhalation of Atomized Liquids," with formulE of those successfully emnployed. Also, an article by Dr. L. W. ThudichuU'l be
1

t
C.P., on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with his formule. Also an illustrated description of t
Apparatus for the above purposes, and for producing Local Ansethesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.

Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polished, and Repaired.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental Instruments 0 $.

13 and 15 TREMONT STREET, BOS
H J. ROSE, corner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the Instruments, also the Pamphlet mentioned.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER,

T1E attention of the Medical profession in called to the great benefit that has been derived by those who have fOI0d a'
necessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use has been to those who are suffering from partial Pr o#*,

tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the Uterus, and in Leucorrhoa, depending on those defects : by removing th e0 tue
it quickly cures the discharges. It is also of marked service ta persons suffering from a laz, or pendulous stat od c 00
abdominal walls, and during pregnancy, it furnishes the much needed support to the Abdomen. A perineal Po
also be attached to the Supporter when required. oe

The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its exee
and eMoiency :-
E. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. McIntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamilton.
N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed.; Toronto. Edwin Henwood, M.D., Hamilton.
Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.
Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. H. H. Wright, M.D., Toronto.
W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelean, Hamilton.
J. Mackelcan, M.Rt.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.
Dr. Henry J. Ridley, Hamilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.
M. Lavell, M.D., Kingston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto.

H. Blackstock, M.D., Hillsdale. M. Hillary, M.R.C.S. Irel'd,, Toronto.
PRicg, from $7 to $10. Please send measurement around largest part of the hips.

M.RS J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. West, ToroOt0 '

1870.
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. G. OTTO & SONS, JOSEPH DAVIDS &
(SUCEESSOES TO OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

SLJIRC ICA&L
AND

ORTHOPEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,

Trusses, Abdominal Sup-

porters, Shoulder Braces.

Stockings for Varicose Veins,
Crutches, Skeletons,

Anatomical Preparations,
Eleoctrie Machines, Er

Trumpets,
Apparatus for Inhalation,

FINE CUTLERY, &c.

(Apparatus for Bow-legs.)

No. 64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.

!W- Repairing neatly done.

J. H.GEMRIG,
MANUFACTURER OF

AND

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
09 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

Asirators, Axilla Thormometers, Hypodermie Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Rawksley's Metallie
Stethoscopes, Elastib Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &o.

nIsutrated Catalogue and Price List sent on application.

E8TABLI8HED 1836. NEW YORK.

H. PLAN TErN & SON,
kEDICINAL CAPSULES!

OF ALL KINDS. ALSO.

tnpty Capsules (5 sizes), for the easy administration of

Sand Samnples nauseous medicinal preparations.
senýt on appNcation. £ir Sol] by ali

Co
CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DRUGS, CHEMICALS, TRUSSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAVIDs' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN S OWN BOUQUET.
171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

Commutation Rates
FOR 1876.

HE following periodicals will be furnished with theýTLANCET for one year at the following rates :

CANADA LANCET and
London Lancet, Reprint............... $6 50
New York Medical Journal.............. 6 25
Braithwaite's Retrospect.............. 5 00
American Journal of Obstetrics .......... 7 
Obstetrical Journal of Great Britain•. 7 50
Medical.Times, Philadelphia (Semi-mo.).. 6 oo

Weeklies:-Medical Record, New York............. 7 o
Medical & Surgical Reporter, Philadelphia. 7 oo
Medical & Surgical Journal, Boston ....... 7 oo
Lindsay & Blakiston's Visiting List (twenty-

five patients)...................... 4 O0
Do. Do. (50 patients)........ 4 25

&c. &c. &c.
Application for Specimen Copies of any of the above should be ad-

dressed to the publishers of each journal respectively, to whom also
requests for missing numbers must be made.

g5 The amount of subscription in advance must in ail cases accom-
pany the order.

THE CENTRAL PHARMACY.

Chemists and Drugglsts,
Corner of Queen and Elizabeth Streets, Toronto,

{¯TAVE on hand the following new remedies which will
..L be sent to any address in ail quantities,

Cincho-Quinine, Mono-Bromide Camphor,
Guarana, Jaborandi.

Croton-Chloral Hydrate. Salicyic Acid,

&c., &c., &c.
Special attention given to Physicians' prescriptions for

Office use, such as Elixirs, Fluid Extracts,
PUis, Syrups, etc.
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ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR

MED IC AL USE.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.

Prof. Thea. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.

Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

NEW YORK CITY.
Prof. W. A. Hammond, M-D
Prof. Lewis A.Sayre, M•D•
Poof. James R. Wood, M.D'

PHILADELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, %•'
Prof. B. Howard Rand,M.9

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St• <"

tharines.
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'0
Dr. John R. Dickson, M.D.'

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., ThO

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander,

Fergus.
Dr . A. Wolverton, M.D., JI

ilton.
Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., TorontO'

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing Company
167 EAST

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO.

34th ST., NEW YORK.
Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use

OPTICIAN TO THE BRITISH
AND

FOREIGN GO VERNMENTS,
AND THE

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATIONS
OF ENGLAD AND AMERICA.

By Special Appointment.

-_-_ - 406 and 66 Strand, 54 Cornhili and 63 St. Paul's Churchyard,
LoSDON, ENGLAND.

J. H. STEWARD'S NEW FIELD GLASS, " THE DUKE."
as supplied to Sir Garnet Wolseley's Staff for the Ashantee

Expedition-the finest Binocular now made.

.SOLE MAKER of the celebrated " Lord Bury" Telescope, £3 10s.
J. H. STEWARD'S £3 3s. EDUCATIONAL MIcRoscoPE, complete in Cabinet, with set of three powers, 1, j and '

live box, stage forceps and tweezers, including " Half hours with the Microscope," by Dr. Lankester.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, gratis, post-free, or on application to the " Canada Lanoet" office, where a sample o

Microscope may be seen.

MICROSCOPY. TO MEDICAL MEN.

RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B.. M.R.C.S., Eng., Fellow HE Property and Good-will of a Practice for Sare 15
Royal Microscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microscopy, ente rising Village on a line of Railroad. r .

Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical examinations of Diseases and establishe 16 years, and worth from $2,500 to $3,0
00

Excreta of the body; als,, of Toxicological conditions in connexion Possession lst of April next. Satisfactory reas"o r
with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupils. selling.

Yorkville, Toronto, Address " LANcET Office," Toronto.
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HARVARD UNIVE RS I Y.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BOSTON, MASS.

Ninety-Second Aauual Announcement,1875-76.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE:
e4ARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Physiology.
eALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy.
ORN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. and Instructor in Surgery.

OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. FREDERIC I. KNIGHT, M.D., Instructor in Percussion,
1NRY J BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. Auscultation and Laryngoscopy.4OR1N E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
OnARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Patholo-

and Medical Jurisprudence. gical Anatomy.
Ai4NCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, M.D., Instructor in Clinical

and Practice of Medicine. Obstetrics.
OIIN P REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics. THOMAS DWIGHT, JR., M.D., Instructor in Histology.

eNRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
AVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of

aAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. Anatomy.
41BERT T. EDES, M.D., Prof. of Materie Medica. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

Other Instructors:
GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
FRANK W. DRAPER, M.D., Lecturer on Hygiene.

THE FOLLoWING GENTLEMEN WILL GIVE SPECIAL CLINICAL INSTRUCTION:
FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., in Syphilis.
JOHN 0. GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., in Otology.
JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D., and WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., in Diseases of Women.
CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH P. OLIVER, M.D., in Diseases of Children.
SAMUEL G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., in DiseaFes of the Nervous System.

lRE plan of Study was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teaching
and practical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. This year begins September 30, 1875, and ends on

the last Wednesday in June, 1876; it is divided into two equal terms, with a recess of one week between them. Either
!fthese two terms is more than equivalent to the former " Winter Session," as regards the amount and character of the

s48truction. The course of instruction has been groatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and has been so
ï7anged as to carry the student progressively and systematically from one subject to another in ajust and natural order.

the subjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, or
ded to, the usual methods of instruction.

Instead of the customary basty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the three
Yars' period of study, a series of examinations on all the main subjects of medical instruction bas been distributed

ough the whole three years; and every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactory examination in every one of4 principal departments of medical instruction during bis period of study.
DIVISION OF STUDIES.

For the First Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.
For the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

%lnical Surgery.
For the Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

'nical Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiency. Students who began their

PrOfessional studies elsewbere, may be admitted to advanced standing; but all persons who apply for admission to the
%ond or third year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the class to which they seek
%iiission. Examinations are held in the following order:-

At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general Chemistry.
i " secondyear-Medical Chemuistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.

" "i third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, and
Surgery.

Examinations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning September 27th. Students who do not intend
Offer themselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one termi or more. Any student may

tain, without an examination, a certificate of bis period of connection with the school.
REQUIREMENTS FOR À DEGRE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must have studied medicine three
Years, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, and have

esented a thesis.
COURSE FOR GRADUATES.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional facilities

,,t ursuing clinical, laboratory and other studies, in such subjects as may specially interest them, the Faculty bas
4tblished a course which comprises the following branches :--Physiology, Medical Chemistry, Pathological Anatomy,

1 rgery, Auscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyscho-
kical Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, Gynoecology and Obstetrics.

,r Single branches may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee also the privilege of attending any of the other
rises of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and ail other rights accorded by the Universily

1 be granted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this University,
iibe admitted to examination for this degree after a year's study in the Graduates' Course.
licEs.-For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Graduates,

jOýnrse, the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120; and for single courses such fees as are specified in the Cata-
8ue. Payrment in advance.

., Members of any one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatious in any other
Partrent without paying additional fees.

For further information, or Catalogue, address
DR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston, Street, Boston, Mas

* In and after September, 1877, an examination on entrance will be required. For particulars see Catalogue.s.
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SAVOR Y& MOORE, 43, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the Profess10

generally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unlifoo,
strength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUINE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANCREATIN

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be the
only remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the Medical
Profession. No small portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatable
to the most fastidious, keep good in alli imates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. In all
cases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, Pancreatic
Emulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuring
stgength and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunet to the Oil, which they
assist in digesting.

PANOREATINE WINE A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with *bhea• if shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparation 1oy
prescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is larg
used in England..th
PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliabie combination of Pancreatine "i' tbiPANCR ATISE COD LIVER OIL:Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapi ,PEPTODYN the New Digestive kind of Food-the FABINAcEOUs, FiB ero

,9 and OLEAGINoUs, (being a combination of the
active principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pencreatic, &c.) rlb.

Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of a.
BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and I

Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nourishing and 0a
digested Food, bas recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of einpîa '
,Starch, in the forn of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeetedly pointed out.

This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nouris
in the most digestible and convenient form.

DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic Bronchit1o
Recommended hy the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult brea
spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the D ol
and America.

Minerai Waters of Vals.
IN a géneral manner, the springs Saint-Jean, Precieuse,

Deairee, Rigolette, Magdeleine, boy their alkalinity, 1
fluidify the liquids of the abdominal organs, and com- 1
inunicate to them a reparative impulse. They increase
and facilitate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi-
ration. They disaggregate the molecules which con-
stitute, by their union, gravel or calculus of the kidneys
or of the liver, and prevent nephritic or hepatic colics.
They ward off gouty attacks, and lessen notably their
violence; they prevent green sickness by restoring regu-
lar movements to the organs ; they awaken vital motion ,
neutralise the acidities and dispel the heaviness of the
stomach, prepare it for easy digestion, and give,In short, to
the whole econorny a comfort that one would vainly seek
elsewhere.

Natural Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
" The chlorides of sodium and magwesium and bromide of

magnesium which the bitter water of Friedricbshall contains,
places it amongst the most efficacious in Europe, and I
regard this spring as a real treasure, whose great value must
be recognized by all who have experienced its salutary and
beneficial effects."

JUSTUS VON LIEBIG.

Vechy Water Company,
47 MARGARET ST., REGENT ST., LONDON.

Exportation of all French and German Waters, Wines,
Brandies, etc.

JOHN REYNDERS & CO.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New Yorlý4
(UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SUgor

Manufacturers and Importe

SURGICAl
AND

Orthopmdical InstrMOo$

SKELETONS,
AND

ANATOMICAe

PREPARATI014S.

The Manufacture and Importatio* Of
article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialtiec-

Our Illustrated Catalogue and P11t
mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for POstage.
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ON SOME PRACTICAL POINTS IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF DISEASE OF THE
EYE COMMONLY MET WITH BY THE
GENERAL PRACTITIONER.*

BY A. M. ROSEBURGH, M.D., SURGEON TO THE TO-

RONTO EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY.

(Continued fromn rage 96.)

IL. " Granular Lids."-With the exception of
herpes or phlyctenular diseases of the cornea, there
is no affection of the eye more prevalent in Ontario
than that of so called "granular lids." Out of a
total of 1,957 eye cases tabulated at the Toronto
Eye and Ear Infirmary, 193 or about 1o per cent.
Were recorded as cases of trachoma or "granular
lids." In my private practice the percentage is a
little less than io per cent.

Pathologically, the disease is a hypertrophied con-
dition of the papille and sub-conjunctival tissue of
the palpebral conjunctiva and is the sequel of,
and probably caused only by catarrhal conjunc-
tivitis. Cases of " sago-grain," or follicular granu-
lations, said to be the most common cause of granu-
ar ophthalmia among the military and in the
crowded poor-houses of the Old World, have not
come under my observation in this country. To
avoid circumlocution I will continue the use of the
terrni "granular lids,"-it is at least suggestive of
the appearance, if not of the pathological condition
tf the palpebral conjunctiva. In order to treat
these cases successfully, I find it of the utmost im-
Portance to secure, at the outset, perfect control0 ner the patient. I never take charge of a case

unle it is distinctly understood that the patient
anust to only be regular in his daily or semi-dailyattendance, bit that he must continue the attendance four, eight, or twelve weeks according to the
Probable length of time that the treatment will re-
quire Punctually to be carried out. ln cases where
*Read before the Canadian Medical Association at Halifax.

the surgeon fails to secure this control over the
patient, the treatment usually ends.in disappoint-
ment to both.

The principle involved in the local treatment is
that of stimulation. Absorption is most active
when the palpebral conjunctiva is kept in a
constant state of hyperæmia. We stimulate
without cauterizing, and take care not to irri-
tate the sensitive ocular conjunctiva. Moist
heat, applied externally to the eye-lids is a
very good method of indirectly stimulating the pal-
pebral conjunctiva. I have never been able to
carry out the experiment, but I doubt not that
some of these cases might be cured by the stimulus
of hot water alone. In one case that I had under
treatment, in which there was also a penetrating
ulcer of the cornea, I used the hot water treament
exclusively for two weeks, at the end of which
time, the ulcer was nearly healed, and the condi-
tion of the palpebral conjunctiva very much im
proved. We endeavor to keep up a pretty uniform
condition of hyperæmia of the palpebral, without
irritating or stimulating the ocular conjunctiva.

In my private practice I have two appointments
daily, namely, at 9 a.m., and 4 p.m., when I receive
this or any other class of regular patients that re-
quire to be seen semi daily. Morning and even-
ing the lid is well everted, and a stimulating (not a
cauterizing) application made to the palpebral con-
junctiva. The exposed palpebral conjunctiva is
immediately bathed with warm water, using either
a soft brush or a small syringe. This bathing re-
moves any excess of the stimulating application, and
thus saves the cornea and ocular conjunctiva from
irritation. Between the applications, the eye-lids
are bathed once or twice with warm, almost hot,
water. In recent cases, immediately following the
catarrhal inflammation, and in the absence of the
contra-indication to be referred to presently, the
treatment is commenced with a ro-grain solution
of nitrate of silver, and the strength is gradually in-
creased to 20 grains. In chronic cases, where the
lid is thick, and the " granulations" prominent,
and where the patient is in robust health, with no
phlyctenular or ulcerative inflammation of the
cornea, I use either a solution of nitrate of silver,
30 grains to the ounce, the solid sulphate of cop-
per, or the mitigated stick bî nitrate of silver and
nitrate of potash. In cases, however, either recent
or chronic, where there is present, or where there
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is a tendency to phlyctenular or ulcerative inflam- both at the Eye Infirmary and in my private prac-
mation of the cornea, the nitrate of silver or sul- tice. Mr. Rose's formulais as follows
phate of copper treatment is inadmissible. Again "To make simple plasma or G/ycerinum Amyli
and again have I seen cases put back for weeks by B.P., take i oz. starch and 8 fluid oz. pure glyce-
an'attack of phlyctenular keratitis, evidently caused rife, (I find corn starch to make the best product
by the use of the " blue stone " or nitrate of silver. though it seenis to rquire a greter degree of heat),
In these cases I use instead the plasma of the red rub the starch with an ounce of distilled water tili
oxide of mercury of the strength of gr. j-3j, and quite blended, then add the glycerine and apply
apply it morning and evening, without, however, heat, gradually increased, till a thick jelly is pro-
brushing or syringing with water,the everted lid being duced. The preparation must be constantly and
returned with the oxide adhering to to the palpebral thoroughly stirred while making, and if an ap-
conjunctiva. The eye-lids are bathed occasionally pearance of granular lumps is shown, squeeze the
during the interval with very warm water. The product before it is cold through cheese-cloth, or
application of the red oxide is not so stimulating doubled muslin, previously well washed to remove
as the sulphate of copper or nitrate of silver, and any loose fibres.
consequently the treatment extends over a longer " To make the mercurial plasma, it is necessary to
period; but in my experience, there is no local ap- have a perfectly smooth and even-surfaced mor tar
plication that is so well adapted to the corneal and pestle, in order to obtain the oxide in an ir-
complications, and none that witl more certainly palpable powder. While triturating, keep it moist
prevent their recurrence. 0f course the genera by the addition of rectified spirit from time to time.
condition of the patient must not be neglected. A Care is also required to keep the powder, which
generous diet should be allowed, and,hwhen neces- may adhere to the pestle, scraped off very fre-
sary, tonics prescribed. The local treatment ds quently. When thoroughly triturated the simple
continued until the palpebral conjunctiva is restor plasma is added in the desired proportion, and
ed to its wonted smooth healthy appearance, and mixed thoroughly.
he fibrous structure of the subconjunctival tissue The efficiency of the trituration may be best

distinctly seen beneath. tested, by rubbing a few grains of the plasma on a
I have endeavoured to give in outine the gene- piece of fine white paper, on holding this up to the

ral plan of treatment I have pursued with very satis- light, there should be no appearance whatever of
factory results for the last 15 years. The most any specks."
chronic cases usually recover in from 8 to 12 weeks; (7'o be c,,ntinuet.>
and in recnt cases the treatment does not usually
last more than three or four weeks. Any phlyc-QUN EINPEM IAtenular disease of the cornea present at the com-
mencement, invariably disappears during the treat- BY E. GRIFFIN, M.D., BRANTFORD, ONT."
ment, and relapses seldom or neyer occur.

ohether the samie satisfactory resuts with the t to rot proPosed in this paper to speak of the
sane treatment could be attained anywhere except history of the use of quinine in pneumonia at any
in the salubrious climate of the Province of Onta- length, nor to discuss any of the theories which

dio, I a not prepared to state. have been offred to explain its beneficial action,
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to procure a re- but merely to give here a brief record of a number

able sample of this plasma of the red oxide of of cases treated by the writer, chiefly with quinine,
mercury, and a carelessly prepared sample is worse in the sPring of the present year, 1875.
than useless. The apothecary objects to the Pneumonia, with malarial complications, has
trouble and length of time involved in its prepara- been extensively treated by quinine from an early
tion, unless it is ordered in large quantities. For period, and with satisfactory results, y yd the use of
nany years the only reliable preparation that " this medicine in tedious cases, attcnded with much

could use was that of the late firm of Moore & debility, has long been common with many physi
Brierly, Hamiltot; but of late Mr. H. J. Rose, of To- caans.
ronto, bas been supplying the preparation used kead befure the Brant County Medical Association.

'l
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Dr. Corrigan, and subsequently Dr. Gordon, of
Dublin, about eighteen or twenty years ago,
strongly urged the use of quinine in asthenic pneu-
t onia, beleving that it exerted great power in con-
tracting the venous capillaries and so relieving
the great congestion of the lung tissues, its action
l this respect resembling the action of the same
remedy on the spleen in intermittent fevers. They
also maintained that like ammonia, quinine exerted
a defibrinating power on the blood.

Many other physicians, and notably, Todd, of
London, subsequently endorsed the views of Cor-
tigan and Gordon, and eventually quinine has come
tO be very generally regarded in the profession as
an important aid in the treatment of such cases.

Within the last few years it has been claimed that
this remedy has.a higher value in pneumonia,and that
t exerts a notable power in the disease in al its stages
ald types, and quite recently extensive trials have
been made of it, excluding almost ail other remedies,
' hospital practice, particularly in Bellevue and the
Penfisylvania Hospitals, the results being regarded
as in, the highest degree satisfactory.

For nany years the writer has been accustomed
tO resort to the aid of quinine in treating many of
h'8 Cases of pneumoria, in connection more or less

ith other remedies, such as Ammonia, Antimo-iais, Expectorants, Veratrum Viride, Aconite,
Gelseminum, Opium, Alcohol, &c., &c., and the
irilpression has never been strong on his mind that
any Of these remedies, with the exception of
acohol, opium-usually in the form of small doses
bf Doer's p owder, and the quinine, exerted anybeneficial influence.

yn the beginning of Februar>, of the present
Year, it was resolved to give the quinine treatment a

enore extended trial, using it only as the regular
rnedicine, using small doses of opium and external
1PPlications to prevent excessive pain, and resort-
'11g to alcohol in cases of depression.

With a view more clearly to estimate the value
of quinine, no treatment was used in the first stage
elhept perhaps a little opium, and those cases

thich did not pass to the second stage had noOther treatnent. On it becoming evident thathepatization of some portion of the lung had takenPlace, each case was placed on quinine in averagehaily doses of twenty four to thirty-two gmins.
The number of cases treated in the four months

0f February, March, April, and May, was thirty,
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exclusive of three or four doubtful or complicated
cases ; of these thirty cases eight did not pass
beyond the first stage, having shewn only moderate
dullness, with fine crepitation and the usual
rational symptoms. There remain twenty-two cases
in which decided hepatization took place, oc-
curing mostly in from two to five days after the
advent of the:attack. A table of these twenty-two
cases showing some of the more important features
accompanies this paper; they may ahl be regarded
as well marked cases of pure pneumonia, which
advanced to the stage of hepatization, the lead-
ing sigus, besides the constitutional symptoms,
being great dullness, and pure bronchial breathing
over some portion of one or both lungs. Whether,
had quinine been used at the outset, some of
these cases might not have been cut short at
the first stage, or whether the severity and dura..
tion of the subsequent stages might not have been
lessened, is an important question.

In view of the fact that a large proportion of
cases of pneumonia, with ail var ieties of treatment
or even with no treatm ent at ail, do not pass
beyond the first stage, it must obviously always be
difficult if not impossible to form any conclusion
as to the value of any medicine in the treatment of
that stage, except on theoretical grounds. The
largest hospital experience can hardly have much
value in determining this point, because patients
rarely enter a hospital in the first stage of the
milder attacks of pneumonia.

If quinine is a remedy exercising a decided
power in controlling well developed pneumonia in
its more advanced stages ; the presumption would
seem to be strong that if given in the beginning of
the disease, it would act beneficially in pronoting
its advance, or in lessening its severity and dura-
tion. The average duration of the disease in these
cases was thirteen days, but had the whole thirty
cases been included in the table, it would have
been less than nine days. There were two fatal
cases, which in thirty cases would be six and two-
thirds per cent., the range in number of cases is
not wide enough however to admit of any import-
ant inference being drawn from the percentage of
fatal results.

Alcohol in the shape of whiskey or brandy was
used in nine cases, in quantities varying from four
to twenty-four ounces for the adult. The use of
this powerful agent in a majority of the worst casei
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certainly lessons the value of any conclusions as to
the efficacy of the treatment by quinine ; but there
still remains abundant evidence in the history of
these cases, especially to one who could watch
their progress, to show its great value, and the con-
viction is strong that the practitioner who thorough-
ly tries the plan of trusting largely to the aid of
this medicine, will come to have a feeling of satis-
faction and security in managing pneumonia which
he has not realized in trusting to other means.

It is believed that it is just in those critical cases
where other remedies fail to satisfy him of their
value, that he will realize the exceeding value of
quinine.

DIPHTHERITIC INFLAMMATION OF
THE THROAT.

BY EDWARD E. KITCHEN, M.B., ST. GEORGE, ONT.*

I wish to bring before the notice of the members
of this Association a disease which has been very
prevalent for the past few months in my practice,
as well as in several other places in Ontario. What
I may say, will be based altogether on personal ex-
perience, having avoided as much as possible the
opinions held by writers and practitioners in the
matter. Ever since I have been in practice I have
occasionally come across a case, but no great
number until last March, since which time, I have

not passed a day without one or more, so
that up to the present I have treated (mitior

and gravior)over 200 cases, 175 ofwhich have taken

place since 1st of August. Of this number, 7 have
died of the disease pure et simple, while 3 have died
by other diseases supervening on their convales-
cence. Of these 200, only 6 were under i year of
age, 18 above 12, while the vast majority has oc-
curred between the ages of i and 12. Of those below
i year all recovered ; of those above 12, one died by
pneumonia, supervening during convalescence by
contracting cold after being able to walk about the
house.

As regards the etiology of the disease, these
cases have occurred on high gravelly hills remote
from swamps with good spring water, as well as on
low clay ground without living water. Some have
been affected while living in houses surrounded or
nearly so by woods, having had no intercourse with
those that were sick or even with those who were
well. Sometines I would meet with a family of

* Read before the Brant County Medical Association.

large size in' which only one would be stricken down,
while others equally large, would all become sick.
Some children, whose parents were ever watchful
of them, keeping them aloof from all others, and
allowing them plenty of recreation and food, have
fallen a prey, while others, regardless of conse-
quences, have been about those who were affected
at all times, and have come out unscathed. I have
seen children sick and dying, while others but little
older than themselves have been by their sides day
after day, breathing their very breath, rocking them
to sleep, and watching by them while in slumber,
while overwrought mothers catch a little rest before
they awake, and still have never taken it. How,
then, can we speak of it as being contagious, ex-
cept on the principle that no one will take any
disease while in a state of perfect health ? Or is it
the more rational idea that combined with this
condition of body and mind must be a certain con-
dition of the atmosphere ? My own impression is,
that a peculiar atmospherical condition is neces-
sary to engender this peculiar trouble, in certain
conditions of the body. As regards symptoms, if
the patient is quite young, the first thing that is
noticed is the refusal of food, and when the throat
is examined, a membrane is already formed, or in
rapid process of formation, or an ash-colored
exudation is found on one or both tonsils. In
others, and the majority of those I met with, the
disease was ushered in with nausea and vomiting
and a certain arnount of stiffness of the neck, fol-
lowed by soreness of the throat. In about 20 per
cent. of the cases, only an ash-colored exudation
was discovered on the tonsils, which disappeared in
the course of two or three days, ending in recovery.
In the other cases a membrane was formed, in
some instances of moderate proportions, while in
others the amount formed was perfectly formidable.
Oft-times when the patient became nauseated, a
large membrane would be cast off, from two to
three inches in length, and in one case fully five
inches long. This would occasion a change from
a restless choking condition, to one of easy, quiet
slumber, but only lasted for a short time, as the
membrane soon returned, sometimes with increased
size, and, no doubt, with diminished strength of the
child. In some cases when the membrane became
partly loosened or altogether expelled, violent
hemorrhage was the result, sometimes to such an
extent that had it not been arrested, death must
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have resulted very soon. About 15 per cent. of
the above cases were thus complicated, and in only
two of the fatal cases was there this discharge, the
others recovering. In many of them, to such an
extent was the throat closed, any attempt at
swallowing drinks, was followed by strangulation
With an ejection of the fluid through the nostrils.
Stili, in some of the worst cases, the patients were
able to swallow quite well through their sickness,
and even up to the fatal termination. Another
Peculiar feature is the changeableness of the dis-
ease. At one visit, the mother would tell you that
the child was very much better, even able to play,
While the very next brings news the reverse ; at
one visit the child is bright and laughing, in a few
hours, struggling and gasping ; at one time a pass-
ably good pulse, at another, feeble and flickering ;
'1 0W able to hear and obey, but soon noticing
nleither mother nor physician. While one case
quiets into comparative tranquility long before death
ensues, another will apparently suffer greatly until
the last ; while one will, through part or the whole
Of its course, show the same temperature, another
hill change quickly, now too low, then again too
eigh. At one time in violent perspiration, skin
Cool; at another, the skin will be dry and hot. But
the great point in prognosis is the condition of the
throat. Upon that symptom, I have nearly alto-
gether based my opinon as regards improvement
Or the reverse, noticing carefully when the mem-
brane becomes loosened at its edges and expelled
Whether it has a tendency to return. Sometimes
ak exudation will appear in its place very, muchlike that seen in the very mild cases, and need
case no alarm. I examined a number of speci-
'ens of the membrane under the microscope, but
fclld nothing but interlacing fibres-no peculiarcels, in fact, nothing to distinguish it from the pro-
du-t Of some other morbid conditions. I also gave
aliece of membrane to my friend, Dr. Bown; he,
Soewas unable to find anything peculiar.
Parts armes the soft palate, tonsils, and surrounding
ote covered with one continuous membrane, atPer times it appears in two or more separate
Ples lIn some cases the membrane reached for-
w4rd to the front teeth, covering the whole of the'Oth In others, the soft palate alone was
tiruered sometimes only the right tonsil, at other

brae nly the left. At times I found the mem-
r ard and compact ; at other times soft and
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spongy. Sometimes it came away in pieces as
thick as they were long; at other times in ribbon-
shaped parts. At all times the seriousness of the
case followed closely upon the deposition of mem-
brane. When the deposition was small, the con-
stitutional disturbance was slight, when the de-
position was large, there was a corresponding in-
crease in constitutional symptons.

In only about 40 per cent. of the above cases
was there swelling of the outside of the throat, and
some of the mildest ones had as much and even
more tumefaction than a few of the graver ones.
Sometimes only the sub-maxillary gland or glands
were involved, and in other cases the whole of the
cervical were increased in size. Not the least in-
teresting part of the disease, is the condition of
not a few cases after convalescence is well estab-
lished. About 20 of my cases. were affected
with disordered vision, deafness, and defective
articulation ; 6 with deranged sight ; 2 with deaf-
ness, ; and 6 with defective speech, while 4 of the
same number had defective sight and speech com-
bined. These conditions generally showed them-
selves at about the end of the first week after
arising from bed, although not a few of therm
showed themselves immediately after convalescence
was established. One case was not noticed until
he had commenced school, when to his horror on
attempting to read, he was unable to distinguish a
word. A few cases were able to read one-fourth
inch letters at ten feet, whereas they could not dis-
tinguish a letter at six inches ; others could not see
any letter of any size either near or remote. One
patient was able to distinguish me at a distance of
a quarter of a mile, and when I came into the
room could not select me from her father. The
two suffering from impaired hearing could not hear
the voice in ordinary conversation, but were able
to distinguish the tick of a watch when applied to
the mastoid portion of the temporal bone. In those
whose speech was amiss I had great difficulty to
get them to attempt talking, apparently ashamed of
their efforts at repeating a word. But all are re-
covering these senses or have altogether recovered.
In those who have entirely recovered, the period
of recovery has ranged from two weeks to three
months.

Treatent.-In the mild cases all the treatment
I have resorted to, is to unload the bowels and give
a saturated solution of chlorate of potassium as a
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gargle, and tonic doses of quinia. But if the cases
go on to the formation of false membrane, I in-
variably place the patient under tinct. ferri mur. and
quinia sulph. Apply tinct. ferri mur. to the mem-
brane, with the sponge probang, and continue the
potas. chlor. gargle. I keep up the inhalation of
steam from one quarter to half an hour, and in
very grave cases for hours without intermission. I
have discontinued the use of the ordinary inhaler,
and form an extemporé one for each patient. I'
take a double sheet of foolscap paper, and having
made it into the form of a cone, fasten the apex!
around the spout of an ordinary teakettle, and
when steam is being well generated have the
patient's mouth brought to the edge of it, bringing
it closer and closer until the base of the cone sur-
rounds the mouth and face. The patient while
getting a sufficiency of steam, likewise gets plenty
of air. I have seen little ones breathing laboriously,
quiet down in fifteen minutes after commencing in-
halation. In those cases that do not vomit freely,
I give syr. ipecac. with the hope that if the mem-
brane is not dislodged, the throat, stomach, etc.
may be emptied of the putrid discharge, continu-
ally taking place from the diseased part. For-
merly, in the commencement of the epidemic, I
used sulphate of iron, but found by using the sul-
phate in one case and the tinct. in another, that
the membrane was loosened and separated more
quickly with the latter drug. A number of times when
the little one appeared sinking rapidly, I have re-
moved the membrane with the dressing forceps,
oft-times to the immediate relief of the sufferer, and
if hemorrhage resulted in any large quantity, was
soon able to stop it by the application of iron.
From the commencement to the close I supported
the strength as much as possible by beef tea,
broths, and whiskey toddy. It is wonderful what
large quantities of stimulant these cases will bear
and how well many take it, even up to the moment
of dying. The external local application in mild
cases, is simply the application of some house-
hold rubefacient, while in the grave cases I resort
to sinapisms to the throat reaching from ear to ear,
followed by hot fomentations of hops, or hops and
bread. In all serious cases I keep up the warm
baths from twelve to fifteen minutes, repeated
several times during the day, while pediluvia and
draughts to the fet and hands are used. To sum
up: iron. and quinia, with plenty of whiskey, beef

tea, broths, with local applications of iron and
gargles of potas. chlor., inhalation of steam, hot
baths, hot poultices to the neck, and hot pedi-
luvia. Some may think this is doing too much, but
I have oft-times omitted one or more of them, and
invariably found my patient not so well. Were I
called upon to select a more simple treatment, I
would say hot baths, inhalation of steam, and
plenty of whiskey. Still with the best treatment
that we can command many will die. I will now
close this paper by giving a short history of my
ten fatal cases, as from the deaths we frequently
learn more than from the recoveries.

Case i.-Child 2 years old; mild case ; con-
valescence commenced on the third day. On the
fifth day the mother sat for half an. hour in an
open door with the child in her arms in the full
breeze. It took cold and died in thirty hours from
congestion of the lungs.

2.-Child 18 months old; severe case ; better
by the fifth day ; relapse, laryngeal complication;
very severe croupous symptoms; died on the tenth
day.

3.-Girl 6 years old ; had enlarged tonsils from
infancy; when attacked with ordinary cold, had
great difficulty in breathing ; at the end of the
second day, the breathing became so difficult, al-
though the membrane did not appear extensive,
that I concluded to perform tracheotomy; child
died in twelve hours after the operation.

4.-Boy 4 years old ; for two years he has had
enlarged tonsils ; a case very peculiar in all respects
to case 3 ; had such poor success with tracheo-
tomy in the last, that I did not attempt it againh
died at the end of the third day.

5.-Boy 5 years old ; when first seen the throat
was fairly filled with false membrane, extending tO
larnynx; no change for the better ; died in fivc
days.

6.-Girl 6 years old; in six hours from the
commencement of the attack, the throat and roof
of the mouth were completely covered by th$
membrane; large pieces were removed but quickl
returned ; went from bad to worse, and died at the
end of the fourth day.

7. - Girl 9 years old ; sister to last case;
enormous quantities of false membrane were formeô
and dislodged as was the case in the whole of tb$'
members of this family\; commenced improvit4
on the 7th day, and was discharged cured at thf
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end of two weeks. Eleven days after my last visit
I was sent for, as she had attempted to walk the
whole length of a long house to dinner, and had
fallen with syncope. I was not able to get there
until in the night, when I found the poor girl gasp-
ing her last; examined the throat, but there was
no return of the disease ; no pulse at the wrist, and
and the heart sounds were inaudible. I concluded that
the exhaustion had paralyzed the heart ; died in a
few minutes after my arrival.

vi.-Child 3 years old ; very unruly and self-
willed ; could not examine the throat satisfactorily.
There was a large formation of membrane; went
from bad to worse, and died on the third day.

lx.-Young woman 16 years old ; large forma-
tion of false membrane ; enormous quantities dis-
lodged ; convalescence commenced in nine days ;
was able to walk into the kitchen in two and a
half weeks ; naturally delicate lungs ; contracted
cold which ended in the destruction of both lungs
in one week afterwards.

x.-Child 3 years old ; similar to case VIII.;
the slightest nourishment taken into the stomach
was immediately rejected. No improvement from
the commencement, and died in four days.

All these cases were subjected to the treatment
before described. I have still six cases under my
Care, and all appear to be doing well. Still, as
the disease is so changeable, there is no knowing
What may yet be the result. No doubt as time
rolls on, and the science of medicine advances, we
Imay be better able to cope with this troublesome
disease. Yet, with its present fatality, I think the
result which we obtain, will compare favourably
With the result in many diseases which we generally
Concede to be curable. When we look back and
think of the strides which science has made, it
Would not surprise us, if even in our day some
Chemical peer should arise and bring from his
laboratory an article to the deposition of this
false membrane. Those of us who have not the
Irneans and leisure to make these researches, must
be content to practice those treatments which have
been found to be efficacious, and which our own
sense and experience teach us to be good.

A Scotch doctor who never went to Church
used to say, he was a parsee i' the mornin', for he
adored the rising sun ; and a Jew at breakfast, for
he fed on unleavened bread; and a Christian a'
day, for he gaed about continually doin' good.

A SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT METHOD OF
TREATING TRANVERSE FRACTURE OF
THE PATELLA.

BY ED. HORNIBROOK, M.D., MITCHELL, ONT.

Case i ; June, 15th 1871, G. P., æt 31 ; received
a tranverse fracture of the patella, from carry.
ing a heavy weight on his shoulder.

Saw him first on June 19 th in consultation with
another surgeon. The knee was swollen, and the
fragments widely separated ; has an old cicatrix
over the seat of fracture, the remains of a deep cut
which divided the patella when he was a child. I
placed the limb on a straight posterior splint, with
the heel slightly elevated, and secured the lower
fragment in an immovable position with adhesive
plaster. I then placed several straps of adhesive
plaster lengthwise over the upper fragment extend-
ing upwards about three inches over the anterior
surface of the thigh, and allowed the free ends to
hang over the patella. To these free ends I at-
tached a piece of strong twine to pass over a pulley
which I adjusted about two inches higher than the
toes, so that the two pound weight which I attarh-

ed would hang clear of the bed. I then bandaged
from the toes upwards, passing the bandage under
the free ends of the adhesive plasters and around
the straps on the front of the thigh to prevent
slipping.

June 23. The swelling has subsided and the
fragments are in apposition.

July 24. No swelling nor tenderness. Applied
starch bandage, which I removed at the end of
two weeks. He was then able to walk, and two
months from the date of the accident he was fol-
lowing his usual avocation.

Case i1; March 3rd 1872, W, E., et, 50,
received a transverse fracture of the patella by
falling on his knee. The same treatment was
pursued as in the foregoing case, and at the end of
eight weeks he was able to work without any
apparatus whatever.

Case iii ; June 14 th 1875, A. S., æt. 5, was
injured by a horse striking him on the knee with
the front foot. On examination I found the pat-
ella fractured transversely; there was also an oblique
fracture of the tibia just below the tubercle and
the two tuberosities were separated by a longitud-
inal fracture extending into the joint. I placed
the limb on a broad posterior splint, with holes at
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each side for the reception of pins and between
these pins and the leg I placed firm pads to keep
the fragments of the tibia in apposition, and ad-
justed the patella and kept it in position as before.

June 23. The swelling has subsided ; the
fragments of the patella do not separate on remov-
ing the weight. I placed the leg in starch ban-
dage, taking care by passing the bandages in the
form of figure of eight, to keep the fragments in
apposition. The bandage was removed in two
weeks ; the twenty-third day after the accident. 1
ordered him to remain in bed for two weeks, but
I was told that he was walking about within a
a week.

August i. He walked into my office without
assistance. No swelling nor tenderness.

August 22. Walks as well as ever. In this as
in both the other cases there was firm bony union.
I claim for the foregoing simple method the follow-
ing points of snperiority over other methods
which have been practiced. It is neither so pain-
ful nor expensive as Malgaigne's hooks. The

fragments are not tilted as in Professor Woods'
method, by a figure of eight bandage passing
through hooks on the under surface of the splint.
It is more easily applied, and the plasters are not
so liable to slip, as in Professor Sambarn's method
in which a pad is placed above and below the
broken fragments, and a long slip of plaster
along the front of the leg and thigh extending
from the hip to the ankle, a loop being left over
the knee into which a stick is inserted, and the
fragments approximated by twisting the stick.
Mr. Callender's method is much more complicated,
although it includes the principle of keeping the
fragments in apposition by means of a pulley and
weight ; but he makes the weight draw the lower
fragment upwards as well as the upper fragment
downwards, which is wholly unnecessary for the
ligamentum patellæ is not contractile. For this
method a Neville Splint is required, and besides
so much depends on the nicety and exactitude of
cutting and adjusting the plasters that in country
practice it will seldom be attempted. The plasters
"rnay require to be adjusted from time to time ;"
wh ereas with my method the plasters will not re-
quire readjusting during the whole treatment, and
the only apparatus required is a common posterior
splint, and an empty spool to make a pulley, which
can be suspended either from the ceiling or an
upright post with a transverse arm. Teale's
expectant method is quite as painful as mine, and
has such an element of uncertainty in it that few
surgeons will follow it in practice.

NOTES ON HOSPITAL PRACTICE.

Toronto General Hospital.

SERVICE OF DR. AIKINS.

NECROSIS OF BOTH CLAVICLES.-J. B., aged 18,
carpenter ; parents healthy ; was admitted into the
hospital on the ist of December last. While
boxing with a comrade in the lumberwoods in
July last, he was accidentally struck in the region
of the clavicles. On or about the ist of August,
he felt pain in the upper part of the chest, on
both sides, and at the points of the shoulders,
followed by swellings over the clavicles which
were lanced. The openings continued to dis-
charge large quantities of unhealthy pus. Syph-
ilitictaint was strongly suspected. On examination
after admission, necrosed bone was distinctly felt
in both clavicles, and an operation for its removal
was performed on the 13 th of Dec. The necrosed
portions of both clavicles were removed at the same
operation. As there was considerable oozing of
blood, the wounds were stuffed with sponges which
were left in fron 24 to 48 hours, after which they
were removed, and linseed poultices applied;
patient doing well.

SERVICE OF DR. GRAHAM.

CYSTIC TuMOR BELOw LEFT CLAVICLE.-R. K.,
aged 24, of healthy parentage ; fireman on engine,
was admitted into the hospital about a month ago,
with a swelling over the pectoralis major, below the
left clavicle. He states that he had syphilis about
five years ago. He first noticed the swelling about
a year ago, after carrying bars of iron on his
shoulder. Consulted a medical man who gave him
a liniment and some medicine, after which the
swelling nearly disappeared. In about three months
afterwards it returned, and continued ever since.
Fluctuation was distinctly felt ; an exploring needle
was introduced, and some serous fluid came away.
A small trocar was introduced, and about half a
pint of yellowish colored serous fluid removed, after
which pressure was applied by means of a roller.
If this should not succeed, tincture of iodine will
be injected, with a view to promote adhesion of the
walls of the cvst.

SERVICE OF DR. AIKINS.

CANCER OF THE LOWER JAw-REMOVAL--T.
F., æt 47, married; complained of pain for the past
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tivo years in the lower jaw of left side. . At first,
thought it was tooth-ache. It did not trouble him
so much in winter as summer. The jaw became
enlarged, and at this time the roots of a decayed
tooth were extrncted. The swelling still continued
and even increased ; the pain being steady night
and day, rendering sleep almost impossible. It
was now thought to be the result of cold after
drawing the tooth. About a month ago he con-
Sulted Dr. Groves of Fergus, who diagnosed it to
be cancer of the jaw. He then came to this city
and consulted a dentist, who extracted one of the
teeth, and gave him a wash. He got worse, and
the dentist extracted two more teeth ; but as the
jaw became more painful the more it was irritated,
he decided to enter the hospital, which he did on
the i th ult., and a portion of the jaw was remov-
ed on the 13th. Chloroform was given and an
'fncision made from the angle of the mouth
towards the angle of the jaw, and a short vertical
incision from the middle of the preceding to the
lower border of the jaw. The bone was then ex-
Posed, and divided at the symphysis, and also
through the horizontal ramus beyond the diseased
mflass. Hemorrhage was arrested by torsioning the
vessels divided in the operation.

SERVICE OF DR. GEIKIE

AMPUTATION OF HAND FOR SEVERE INJURY.-J.
W., Oet. 25, received a severe injury to his right hand
by a dynamite explosion. The hand was reduced to
a rnere fragmentary mass. He was immediately
brought to the Hospital. Dr. Geikie -performed
the circular operation about two inches above the
Wrist. The integument was first divided in a
circular manner clôse to the wrist, and reflected
back about two inches ; the muscles were then
divided, and the bones sawed off. The vessels
were torsioned, and the integurnent brought over
the end of the stump, and nicely adapted by means
of adhesive plaster, No sutures nor ligatures were
applied. The case is doing well; only a very slight
saniOus discharge occurred.

SERVICE OF DR. AIKINS.

TRAUMATIC STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA.-J. Hæt 25, in the month of July last was thrown from abuilding, and fell astride a stick of square timber,
the sharp edge of which, wounded the urethra in
the perineal region, and fractured the ramus of

the pubis on the right side. There was much con-
tusion of the soft parts. He was attended by Drs.
Groves, and Wallace. They were unable to pass
the catheter at the time ; and drew off the urine
with the aspirator the following morning, and
repeated it again in twenty-four hours. The follow-
ing day Dr. Groves performed perineal section, and
passed a gum elastic catheter through the urethra
into the bladder. About a week afterwards, the
wound in the perineum closed; but opened again
and continued to discharge the urine. Therewas
also an opening from the seat of the fracture of the
os pubis, leading to diseased bone. This was
the patient's condition on admission to the Hospital.
The posterior portion of the urethra was much con-
tracted, so that it was almost impossible to pass the
smallest sized catheter into the bladder, either
through the opening in the perineum, or in the
ordinary way. After several unsuccessful attempts
a catheter was finally passed into the bladder from
the opening in the perineum. This will be dilated,
and an effort made to connect the anterior with the
posterior portion of the urethra.

INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

The Medical Societies in Philadelphia, have
taken the initiatory steps for the formation of an
International Medical Congress, by the appoint-
ment of delegates from their respective bodies,
who were empowered to organize and perfect a
scheme for the above purpose. In accordance
with the authority thus given, the delegates has or-
ganized the Centennial Medical Commission with
Dr. Gross as President. Arrangements have been
made for the holding of the Congress in the city of
Philadelphia, to begin on the 4th and to terminate
on the 9 th of September, 1876. The Commission
propose the following general plan for the organiza-
tion and business of the Congress :-I. The
Congress shall consist of delegates, American and
foreign, the former representing the American
Medical Association and the State and Territorial
Medical Societies of the Union ; the latter the
principal medical Societies of other countries. i.
The officers shall consist of a President, two Vice-
Presidents, four Secretaries, a Treasurer, and a
Committee of Publication, to be elected by the
Congress, at its first session, on the report of a
Committee of Nomination.

i. The morning sessions of the Congress
shall be devoted to general business and the read-
ing of discourses ; the afternoons to the meetings
of the Sections, of which there shall be nine,
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Medicine, Biology, including Anatomy, Histology,
Physiology, and Microscopy. Surgery, Dermat-
ology and Syphilology, Obstetrics and Diseases of
Women and Children, Chemistry, Toxicology, and
Medical Jurisprudence, Sanitary Science, Ophthal-
mology, and Otology, Mental Diseases. IV. The
language of the Congress shall be the English,
but not to the exclusion of any other language in
which members may be able to express themselves
more fluently.

Gentlemen intending to make communications
upon scientific subjçcts will please notify the Com-
mission at the earhiest practicable date, in order
that places may be assigned them on the pro-
gramme. In order to impart to the Congress a
thoroughly international character, invitations to
send delegates will be extended to all the prominent
medical societies in Europe, Mexico, the British
Dominions, Central and South America, the Sand-
wich Islands, the East and West Indies, Australia,
China, and Japan. Invitations will also be tendered
to medical gentlemen of high scientific position;
and distinguished visitors may be admitted to nem-
bership by a vote of the Congress.

NOTES OF CASES OCCURRING AT
SURGICAL CLINIQUE OF THE
VERSITY OF MICHIGAN.

THE
UNI-

CARE OF D. MACLEAN, M.D., L.R.C.S.E., PROF. OF
SURGERY.

(Reported by Wm. 7. Herdman, M.D.)
HYDROCELE OF THE NECK.-D. S., of Hastings,

Feb. 27, 1875. The patient is a clerk in good
health and of robust frame. Five years ago he re-
ceived a sprain in the neck which caused a small
swelling to appear at the angle of the jaw on the
right side. This swelling has gradually but pain-
lessly increased in size, until now it has become a
large oval shaped protuberance, extending from
the ear almost to the clavicle.

Having diagnosed hydrocele of the neck, Prof.
Maclean at once proceeded to carry out the fol-
lowing treatment with the view of relieving the
patient from his annoying and unsightly affection.
The contents of the sac (a glairy serous fluid,
having been drawn off with a trocar and canula,
3 ij. of the strongest tincture of iodine was at
once injected and the canula having been with-
drawn, the sac was freely manipulated with the
view of bringing the iodine into immediate con-
tact with every portion of the interior of the sac:

March 13.-To-day the patient was presented to
the class and the tumor had refilled to about half
its former dimensions. The operation was repea-
ted and as on the former occasion, without eliciting
any expression of pain from the patient. The
case was then dismissed with a very confident
assurance from the Professor that the best result
would be ultimately obtained without further treat-
ment.

P. S. On the 1 9 th of October, in reply to aletter of inquiry the following satisfactory state-
ment was received from this patient : " In reply
to yours on the r4th inst., I hope that the same
success may attend all your operations as has at-
tended that you performed on the tumor on my
neck. For five years I carried it on my neckand shoulder, and in addition to the shame I felt
at the sight of the unseemly growth, it caused me
great inconvenience. On my return to this cityafter the operation I resumed my occupation as
grocer. My general health has improved verymuch and no one who had not seen me with the
growth could believe I had ever been afflicted with
such a deformity-not the slightest trace of its re-
manmng. Please accept my repeated thanks for
the service you have done me." This statement is
fully corroborated in a note received from Mr. S.'s
employer. On the same day that the case of Mr.
S. was operated on at Ann Arbor, the following
case appeared in the London Lancet. The con-
trast between the two methods of treatment is noless striking and interesting than the essential
points of resemblance between the two cases and
the coincidence of their occurrence in time :

" ON HYDROCELE OF THE NECK.-A clinical
note by Sampson Gamgee, F. R. S. E., Surgeon to
the Queen's Hospital, Birmingham. " In March
last year, Mrs. D--, from Wolverhampton called
on me with her youngest child, a healthy-looking
boy two years old, who had a tumor on the left
side of the neck. The growth was noticed very
soon after birth, and had steadily increased to its
present size. When the clothes were removed, Ifound a round smooth mass occupying the whole
left side of the neck, and projecting over the
clavicle on to the upper part of the pectoral region.
Fluctuation and translucency being very distinct
I introduced a trocar at the most dependent partin front, and drew off nearly a pint of pale, straw-
colored, and richly albuminous liquid. After
closing the aperture with styptic colloid, and ap-
plying a cotton-wool compress, I requested to beinformed of the progress of the case. I heard
nothing of it for eight months. When the child
was again brought to me last December, the tumor
was larger than when first seen, and the contents,
though still liquid, had undergone a bloody change.
The mass was no longer translucent, and the skin
was uniformly bluish. I introduced two ordinary-
sized drainage tubes from back to front, at adistance of a couple of inches, and applied a tenax
compress. A considerable quantity of reddish
luid oozed through the tubes, but as days elapsed
;he mass did not perceptibly lessen, and it became
evident that something must be done to effect aradical cure. Dissection has proved that these
congenital cystic growths in the neck are under the
fascia ; and in this particular case the entire remo-
val would only have been possible after a dissection
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attended with risk. With a view to effect a cure
With the utmost safety, I removed the two small
drainage tubes, and while my friend and colleague,
Dr. Mackey, administered chloroform, I made an
incision on the anterior aspect, a little below the
Middle line of the tumour, and pushed into its
centre an india-rubber drainage tube, two inches
long and a quarter of an inch in diameter ; the
anterior extremity of the tube projected slightly
from the wound, and was kept in position, by a
loop of thread on each side secured by adhesive
Plaster. At the end of a week a great deal of irri-
tation had been set up ; the mass was hot and
semi-solid ; the child was feverish, and the edis-
charge semi-purulent. The tube was now removed,
and a linseed poultice applied. Within a week
three separate collections of matter were evacuated
by the aid of the lancet; fever subsided, a dry pad
Was applied with daily increasing pressure and the
rapid decrease of the enlargement. No trace of
It is now perceptible, and the child is perfectly
well.

TRAUMATIC STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA WITH
FISTULA IN PERINEO-Cured by dilatation.

F. C., Hamilton, Mich., æt. 48, appeared at the
clinique, Feb, 6th, 1875, and gave the following
history of his case. On the 3Ist of March, 1874,
in getting out of a wagon he fell across the box,
Striking upon the perineum immediately behind the
scrotum causing excruciating pain. In a few minn-
tes after the accident, he attempted to evacuate
his bladder, but found it impossible to do so, the
current appearing to be suddenly arrested near the
Commencement of the urethra, and causing sharpand extreme pain. A surgeon was at once called
Who made an attempt to pass the catheter with no
better result than drawing off a quantity of blood
from the urethra. Extravasation of urine soon
showed itself in the cellular tissue of the scrotum
and perineum and for this the doctor made a slight
Puncture at the most dependent point and a largequantity of bloody fluid drained away. An abscess
soon formed in the tissues of the scrotum, and
On being opened gave vent to urine as well as pus.

On admission to the clinique it was found thatthe urine escaped almost entirely by the fistula,although there was a continuous per saltum escape
from the urethra as well. The tissues of thescrotum were greatly swelled and thickened, andthe skn of the perineum and thighs was much ex-
coriated by the continual irritation of the urine,Over which the patient had no control whatever.
At the first examination before the class ProfessorMaclean failed to get even the smallest instrumentthrough the stricture, but he expressed, the hopethat future attempts would be successful, sinceWhen urine is able to find its way out the surgeoncan by the exercise of skill and paience, in almost
every case, sooner or later find his way in, with a

suitable instrument. On the 8th of February the
attempt was repeated, and this time with success.
A small probe-sized catheter was introduced after
a prolonged (though painless and bloodless) effort,
and was tied in with the view of effecting per-
sistent dilatation. On the 13 th the patient was
again before the class and the Professor with per-
fect ease passed instruments up to No. 5. (metallic.)
The urine gradually ceased to flow through the
fistula and the latter healed completely. The
tissues of the scrotum rapidly returned to their
natural condition, the patient regained the control
of his urine, and his general health became quite
re-established so that he left the hospital in perfect
health on the 15th of March, provided with a large
sized metallic bougie and with instructions to pass
it carefully at intervals of three to four weeks.

From this case Professor Maclean deduced many
important lessons as to the diagnosis, pathology
and treatment of stricture, especially the vital im-
portance of the earlier steps in the management of
such cases; those steps which the practitioner is
frequently required to take on his own responsibil-
ity and without either time or opportunity for
reflection or consultation. In this case the first
step taken by the Dr. was the proper one, viz : té
pass the catheter ifpossible. If this is accomplished
with much difficulty, it had better be retained for
twenty-four hours. If the catheter cannot be
passed, the next step is to lay open theperineum.

This case served to illustrate the consequences
of neglecting this rule, and frequently these results
will be even more serious than they were in this
case, in fact will often end in death.

gr-

HUNTER'S PORTABLE LONG FORCEPS.

They are so portable that they can be carried in
the pantaloon pockets of the accoucheur unobserv-
ed. " They are exactly 1o0% inches in length or
just two-thirds the length of the ordinary long for-
ceps. This difference however is entirely due to
the difference in the length of handles, for while
these are but half an inch in length, those of most
others measure five or more inches.

That this reduction of length does not restrict
their range of usefulness, I conclude not only from
the fact that they have now served me satisfactorily
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in upwards of seventy cases and under most if not
all the conditions to which a delivery by forceps is

applicable, but also from the experience of some To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

of my medical friends who are using others of
like pattern and at whose suggestion they are pub
lished. a few weeks ago, I noticed that you favored the

The pelvic curve is more pronounced in these idea of grantin*g a license fror the Ontario Board
than in most others, and therefore, while they are without exarination to those Ga;adian Graduates
equally as serviceable in any of the lower positIonsh ho have furthered their studies in English hospi-
of the head, they are specially applicable to those
cases in which the head is detained at or above tais and obtained degrees.
the superior strait. Immediately after graduating in Canada I went

The handles are at right angles with the blades; to England, remained there eighteen months, at-
hence, to say the least, they afford as good a tended the different hospitals, and took a Royal
means as does the other form, with which to make
powerful traction, The reduction of the length of College dipGoma.
the levers, takes from the hands of the inexperienc- On vy return to Canada I applied for a license
ed accoucheur a powerful weapon for evil, vhen expecting to have the benefit of the optional
under the anxieties of the situation he forgets, clause," but to my surprise was flatly refused,
either the qualities of a ftal head, or the correct

hnes of traction dring its passage through the 
maternai pelvis- The ratchet at the ends 'of their cluding those of the Primary subjects, Botany, &c.
handles secures the grasp. It is unnecessary to Th s to me is a great disappointment, as I vas
release the ratchet when traction is being suspend- informed on good authority that the optiona clause
ed, for the compressing force has been mainly that, was made expressy for those gentlemen of Cana
which is afforded by the straits of the pelvis, as ine
the case of naturai deliveries.dinsooswheamtonndlvfrter

I have found this, and the trifling supplemental profession led themin to take advantage of such a
force which is added to it by the traction on the field as the English hospital practice affords. The
short handes, to be a i that is needed in the waY refusai of my application I consider is a great
of compression, even in disproportionately roomy injustice. The expense of four years medical
peves, and I ar conviced after an extended and
careful observation, that this is a that can be usedt
with advantage, provided however that the bades sufficient tax on a young man commencing life,

relae the ratcet wen tractio isbengsuped

hefor the compres in crve, and further that without being forced to expend fu
their separation be securelyÊrevem'ed. wouid be the case if comelled to o uD for exam-

TUBE FOR INFLATING THE LUNGS.

-The accompanying cut represents
Dr. Robinson's tube for inflating the
lungs in cases of drowning, where
there is hope of resuscitation. The
curved end is introduced into the
larynx, and air is forced in by th'e
mouth of the surgeon applied to the
wide extremity. It will aid very
much the efforts of the surgeon to
establish artificial respiration. Its
simplicity and readiness of applica
tion, commends it to favorable con-
sideration. A catheter, which is
almost always at hand, though not
quite so well adapted, might be
made to supply its place in an
emergency.

ination in Toronto.
I do not for one moment wish to depreciate the

Medical Council. I think if its rules were proper-
ly, honestly, and fairly carried out, no one would
complain. My object in writing to you is to ask
your advice as to the best mode of procedure. If you
will kindly inform me what is best to be done under
the circumstances I will consider it a great favor.

Yours truly,
SUBSCRIBER.

TREATMENT OF " FROST BITES."

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-My attention has been called to the above
subject, by reading in the publie papers, several
instances of the above character resulting from
exposure, especially from storms and wrecks upon

1 our " inland lakes."
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I fear that the treatment too generally pursued ' tgtgtg 1trigj •
in these cases results in more harm than good;
for instance, when any extreme part of the body is THE LUNATIC COLONY OF BELGIUM.
frosted, as the ears, the nose, the hands, or the feet,
or all these at the same time, what more natural, The most novel experiment ever instituted m the

management of the insane is to be found at Gheel,
or " common sense" like, than to submit the parts in Belgium, where the entire resident population of
to friction, or a sort of ",Turkish bath " operation, 11,000 persons, men, women and children, are en-
for the manifestly urgent purpose of restoring gaged in taking care of 1,300 lunatics. It is said

varmth and vitality to the parts. When the injury that Gheel was an asylum for the special treatment
i of the insane as long as six centuries ago. and that

very well, the modern treatment was employed there, long
and the reaction thus induced, soon terminates in before its general introduction. The lunatics are
resolution of the parts affected. But should the not kept in an asylum, but board and lodge with
injury prove to be more severe or extensive, the the inhabitants. In 1851 the institution was reor-

danger is, that on account of the irritation, the ganized and placed under the government. The
blood will be invited too profuseiy and too violentîy commune of Gheel, with its outlying hamlets, is

very extensive ; it covers 27,ooo acres. The com-
to the injured parts, and we shall have all the mune is divided into four sections. At the head
Phenomena of acute inflammation and its conse- of each are placed a medical man and an overseer.

quences to deal with. The patients are from all nations and all ranks of

The " great desideratum," in my opinion in society, and they receive accommodation accord-

frost bites, is to restore the natural temperature to ing to their means. The wealthy are placed with
the wealthier class of inhabitants and the poor with

the injured parts, as gradually, yet as quickly as the poorer. The more dangerous class of lunatics
practicable, and with the least disturbance or irri- are placed in the outlying isolated hamlets. They

tation of the parts themselves ; and, no sudden are divided iuto sections, according to the nature

change of temperature should be practised, or on of their disease. The 11,ooo inhabitants, are, so
to speak, all engaged in the surveillance of the

any account allowed at the outset of the treatment. patients, which makes about nine overseers for
And here the profession might profitably take a every patient. The surveillance not being perceiv-
lesson from the farmer. When the limbs of his ed by the patients, of course does not irritate them.

"inferior animals " are frozen (which often happens The commune earns directiy more than 500,000

in severe weather), he simply immerses the frozen francs annuaily through the keeping of the lunatics

limb in cold water, occasionally renewing the w and indirectly aso a great deal through the cheap
coi waeroccsioaii reewig te wterwork of ail kinds which the patients perform for

nlitil the frost is entirely withdrawn from the in- the inhabitants. It is the personal interest of the
jured limb, and perhaps in a few hours, or a few inhabitants to do their duty weii by the patients,
days at most, the proper function of the frozen as these are entrusted only to people whose
Part is restored. moral fitness and means of existence are approved.

This method, I think, should constitute our first In fact, a family at Gheei, is fot considered re-
step in the treatment of frost bitterl parts if called spectabie if iunatics are not entrusted to it, and
early to their treatment, and before disorganization the withdrawai of them from its care constitutes a
has taken place ; after reaction and inflammation heavy punishment. The children of the inhabi-
have fully set up in the injured parts we can only tants, living froin their eariiest childhood with
treat them " secundum artem.' lunatics, become attached to them, do ot find

My chief object, in calling the attention of the anything ridicuious in them, learn how they are to
Profession to the treatment of frost bitten parts, is be treated, exercise, through their company, very
tO warn the younger members against the too soothing influence on them, and are, of course, fot
commlon practice of chafing and bruising the affec- in the Ieast afraid of them, When young people
ted parts by friction, before reaction has had time get married they ask from the authorities as a favor
to set itself up in the injured parts. First apply and a sort of dowry the care of a patient. On
cold water, and then water a little tepid, until the their arrivai at Gheel the lunatics are kept at the
latural warmth of the part is restored, treating central asylum for observation as long as the direc-

other conditions as they may arise, and I am per- tor deers necessary. In case of acute disease
suaded we shall not have to witness so many dis- they are brought back there. It aiso serves as the
organized extremities and maimed limbs as now house of correction, the privation of liberty, being
Constantly meet our eyes in the daily papers. feit a severe punishmeni by the patients. In cases

Yours truly, of great debility they are also brought there. Many
J. WOOLVERTON, MM. lunatics, when feeling the approach of a paroxysm,

T crihcmsby, Dec. d6th, m875.
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demand, themselves, to be sent to the asylum.
When a cure has been effected the caretaker re-
ceives as a reward another patient, and if many
cures occur at his house he is rewarded with the
care of a wealthy patient. The number of cures
averages from sixty-five to seventy-five out of the
hundred. Patients with radically immoral or highly
dangerous tendencies cannot be kept at Gheel, the
central asylum being only a depot. The number
of lunatics under temporary coercion is generally
twelve out of the 1,3oo.-Pacýfc Med. and Surg.
Your., Nov., '75.

DISINFECTION OF HOSPITAL WARDS.

The following is the method of disinfecting the
wards of Bellevue Hospital, pursued by Prof.
Doremus:

The purification of the surgical wards in Bellevue
Hospital was accomplished during the spring and
summer of 1875, by the employment of large
volumes of c/oine gas.

This powerful disinfectant was resorted to be-
cause all the poisonous emanations from the human
system are decomposed by it, and thus rendered
inert (carbonic acid gas excepted); also because
of its diffusive power, Strips of paper were past-
ed over the crevices around the windows and doors,
before generating the chlorine.

Two sheets of lead about eight feet long and
four feet wide were turned up at their edges and
placed on the floor of the ward to be treated.

In these leaden receptables several hundred
pounds of black oxide of manganese and common
salt were placed, to which water was added until
the mass, when thoroughly stirred with wooden
shovels, had the consistency of thick mud.

Bowls, basins, and pitchers of sulphuric acid
were placed around the leaden vessels in readiness
to be applied to the black mixture. To eliminate
all the chlorine, the acid should equal the weight
of the salt and manganese combined. Water was
then poured over the floor to dampen the wood,
and the ward was filled with steam until the mois-
ture condensed on the ceiling and walls. The air
of the room was so saturated with partly condens-
ed vapor that we had to grope our way toward
the vessels containing the sulphuric acid.

The several assistants then held said vessels over
the mixture of manganese and salt, at a signal all
poured out the acid at the same time; then hasten-
ed to the second leaden trough, applied the acid
and rushed out of the door to escape inhaling the
chlorine gas which was liberated in immense
volumes. Since the amount of poisonous gas was
so great that it would have proved fatal to any one
entering the apartment, the doors were securely
fastened to guar<Lagainst such an accident.

After the lapse of twenty-four hours, the vessels

were again filled with sulphuric acid and placed
around the leaden pans. The mixture was then
rapidly stirred, and the second application of acid
made as in the first instance.

For these two treatments about a carboy of sul-
phuric acid (16o lbs.) was employed.

After a second twenty-four hours exposure of the
ward to this gas, the windows were thrown open,
the rcsiduum of suphate of manganese and sul-
phate of soda was removed, with the leaden and
other vesses, and the walls and floor scrubbed and
dried.

The chlorine was generated by this method,
rather than by the addition of hydrochloric acid
and manganese, not oniy because it is cheaper, butbecause the heat generated by mixing sulphuric
acid and water rarefies the gas and facilitates itsdissemination through the room and its passageinto the porous walls.

Chlorine is comparatively inefficient unless
moisture is present, hence steam was employed asdescribed.

After one ward had been thus disinfected and
ventilated, the same large leaden vessels were taken
to an adjoining ward and the process repeated.

Especial stress is laid on the importance of gen-erating enormous volumes of the chlorine gas, that
it may thoroughly permeate the walls. As its odor
is very pronounced, persons are liable to err in re-
gard to the quantity, and they merely produce abad smell and signally fail to destroy the virus with
which old or even new walls are at times impreg-
nated.

The we'ater-closejs were purified by the use ofozone.
This active form of oxygen was generated bymixing equal weights of manganate of soda and

sulphate of magnesia in a dry state, and sprinkling
this mixture in and around the basins at night, s0that it might remain for a longer period than if
applied in the daytime.

When brought in contact with water, permanga-
nate of soda is produced, which decomposes in
contact with the impurities of the sink, andevolves ozone, by which agent the disgusting and
poisonous substances are decomposed, deodorized,and rendered harmless.

This treatment was repeated to secure purifica-
tion.

As this is a cheap nethod for producing a pe-
manganate, the reaction may be of interest.

Three equivalents of manganate of soda, and
two of sulphate of magnesia, produce one equiva-
lent of permanganate of soda, one of binoxide of
manganese, two of sulphate of soda, and two of
magnesia.

One hundred pounds of manganate of soda, andthe same weight of sulphate of magnesia, wcre
employed. For generating the chlorine in the dif-
ferent wards over five thousand pounds of the



black oxide of manganese, twenty-five sacks of was kept in the bath for fourteen days, and at the

salt, and the equivalent of sulphuric acid were end of that time it was removed, and treated in the
used. usual manner.-Med. and Surg. Reporter.

Since this disinfection of the hospital, I am in-
formed by members of the house staff that there
has been but one case of pyemia or other septic
disease in the hospital, and this was a very doubt- ANEURISM TREATED BY THE WIRE
ful one. By the methods adopted by Professor COMPRESS.
Doremus, or some other method improved by the
Progress of chemical science, who can doubt that William Gardner, aged 50, formerly a man-of-
in the future we shall find hospitals as securely war's man, lately a lighterman, had met with much
freed from nosocomial malaria as we are now pro- rough usage in his vocation, and also in the battles
tected from small-pox by vaccination.-Dr. Barker Venus. He had aneurism of the left carotid, first
Medical Record. observed " about the size of a hazel nut," six weeks

ago. It was now somewhat larger than a duck's
egg, occupying the anterior triangle of the neck,

pushing the larynx from the medium line.
HOT WATER IN SURGERY. Noveiber 29th, 1865. The artery, which was

very large, was exposed below the omo-hyoid, and
Tne New York Medical Yournal states that, in an aneurism-needle passed under it in the usual way.

Bellevue Hospital, hot water has, within the past A piece of surgical iron wire was threaded through
few months, been used in the treatment of some the eye of the aneurism-needle and conveyed be-
injuries, with marvelous results. We extract the neath the artery by the withdrawal of the needle,
following examples : which was then detached from the wire. To each

The water in the bath varies from 100° to 105° end of the wire a straight needle was next attached,
F'ahr., and is changed as soon as it falls below this. and the two needles were passed through the tissues,
An additional advantage is obtained by the change on the outer side of the incision, being about half
of the water, as any discharge which forms is re- an inch apart at the surface of the skin, and the
tnoved, same distance from the edge of the wound ; thb

Conpound Comminuted Fracture of Metacaial wire being drawn through and thus looped over the
-Bones.-The patient was engaged in a machine artery, the needles were detached. The half of a

shop, and while his hand was upon the anvil of a vial-cork was placed, the flat side downwards,
trip hammer, the hammer-weighing seven hund- between the ends of the wire, and firmly pressed
red pounds-fell. It so happenèd that a file was down along the course of the artery; the 'wire was
on the anvil, and n this way the force of the tightly twisted over the cork, stopping at once the
hammer was arrested about half an inch before it current through the artery and the pulsation of the
reached its bed. When the hand was examined, aneurism. The superfluous ends of the wire were
it was found that the whole of the palm was a mass cut off, and the wound was united by wire sutures.

of pulp. The metacarpal bones were comminuted The man was then in a state of extreme collapse
extensively, and there was apparently but small from chloroform ; in fact, he was to all appearance
chance of saving the hand, It was, however, dead, and was only resuscitated by the strenuous
Placed in hot water, and kept there for two or and persevering exertions of my assisting friends.
three weeks ; and, at the end of that time, taken With the recovery of the circulation, there was also
out and dressed. In three months the patient a recurrence of feeble pulsation in the tumour.
Was sufficiently well to leave the hospital, and at This was allowed to go on till the third day, when
present-nine months since the accident-he is the conpress was thus tightened. The cork being
able to move the fingers, and has a useful hand. firmly pressed down upon the artery, and the wire

Compound Dislocation of the Ankle joint-The drawn outwards by gentle traction on the twisted
second case was one of compound dislocation of end, two small wooden wedges-portions of lucifer
the ankle joint, in which the proximal end of the matches in fact they were-were pushed in between
metatarsal bone protruded from the foot. The the cork on the wire ; and now, for the first time,
dislocation was reduced, and the foot placed the circulation was entirely arrested, and all pulsa-,
in hot water. At the end of a week it was taken tion and bruit ceased. Two hours afterwards, there
out and dressed in the ordinary manner. At the was again a feeble thrill; so next day, the fourth
present time the foot is doing well, and premises after the operation, another little wedge was inserted.
for the patient a good result. After that, there was no more pulsation.-Fifth day.

Compound Fracture ot the Metatarsal Bones,-In No pulsation ; the tumour was evidently consolidat-
this patient, the second, third, and fourth metatar- ing, and perceptibly diminiished in size. One
Sal bones of the foot sustained a compound frac wedge was removed to lessen the tension.-Sixth
tUre by a mass ot rock falling on them. The foot day. The other two wedges were withdrawn in
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the morning, and, in the afternoon, the cork was tional disturbance whatever. He complained onlyalso removed. The tumour was considerably smaller, of heing worried by fleas.-Sixth day. Tumor less,and on the seventh day, the wire was withdrawn quite solid. Wedges removed.-Seventh day.without difficulty and without blood. Some us The cork was taken away, and the wire loosened.exuded froni the 4track of the wire, and there was It moved in consonance with the pulse.-Eighthmoderate suppuration in the wound.-Tenth day. day. Wire removed without difficulty, followed byIt is noted that "the tumour is nearly gone." There one single drop of pus and one of blood.-Ninthwas pulsation im the artery up to the aneurism day. Plasters and sutures renoved. The woundbeyond the site of the application of the wire, was entirely and completely healed. Froin theshowing that no damage was done to the coats of time it was closed, there was never the least exuda-the vessels. This only contiiued for a few davs, tion. The tumour was solid, and nuch diminished •for, as it led to nowhere, the artery was soon obli- in fact, the patient was cured. It was soue weeksterated, and, when the man died seven years after- before the tumour was entirely absorbed and thewards, a fibrous cord was ail that remnained either of ilimb regained its strength ; but it is now some time
the artery or of the discase. In a fortnight the since lie returned to his laborious occupation, andwound was healed and the patient was cured. the only difference between this leg and the otherOn January 24th ofthe present year, ny partner, is the large cicatrix and a greatly increased growthMr. wudd was called in to one John Hull, and, on of long thick hair.his return, reported the case to me as one of femoral This operation affords the operator a choice ofaneurism. I saw the man with hia the next day. methods-the gradual or the sudden occlusion-He also was a waternan, twenty-five years old, according to his judgment. Surely this is anshort, florid, and very fat. There was a pulsating portant and material point, one on which it beiovestumour of large size at the lower part of the right the surgeon to have a definite view. My ownthigh on its mnner aspect, which was first observed opinion-whatever that may be wortb-is, thatabout fine weeks before. It now measured quite gradual obstruction at /irst is of immense advantagefour inches and a balf in length and four inches that it is more favourable to the cure of the aneurismacross, and was clearly an aneurism of the femoral by leading to the deposition of lynph ; and alsoartery protruding from the edge of Hunter's canal. greatly diininishes the risk of gagrene by allowing-he whole Iimb was mnuch swollen. Not to weary time for the establishment of the collateral circula-with minute details, I would briefly state that pres- tion, which keeps the limb, or may be the brainsure was tried for four days without benefit ; and it alive. If the limb werc celd, and gangroue threa-was, therefore, determined to secure the artery by tening, the compression could be relaxed or alto-

the wire compress, which vas done on February gether removed, and so the impending mortification2nd, at noon. The superficial femoral was exposed might be prevented and although in such a casein Scarpa's triangle, by an incision five inches long amputation might be the only resource, yet thisand at least an mch and a half deep. A wire was operation would be donc at less disadvantnge thancarried under it by an aneurism-needle, as in the in a gangrenous limb.previous case, brought out to the surface of the skin If, on the other hand, all go on well, and in fiveabout haf an inch on the outer side of the incision, or six days the pulsation have ceased, the surgeonand there twisted over the cerk-wbich èwas firnly bias bis appliauce under bis entire centrol. Hie
pressed down over the track of the vessel-till the first relaxes the pressure by withdrawing the cork,pulsation was arrested. The wound was closed by or untwisting the wire ; feeling his way, as it were,wire sutures, supported by a large pad of lint on and still keeping command of the artery in case ofeach side, and long strips of plaster over them. The need, till, being assurred that the desired consolida-limb was already bandaged with flannel diring the tion bas really taken place, lie with confidence, aye,application of pressure, and so it was left. At 3 with certainty of success, withdraws the wire.p.m., there was pulsation in the aneurism. At Meanwhile, the wound bas healed, or, at all events,9 p.m., there was none. The pain, which had been bas had the best chance of doing se, tlere being negreat, had entirely left hini. Next day, at 12 a.m., foreign body to excite suppuration. The arterythere was again pulsation. Two wedges were also is still intact, so that hemorrhage is impossible,inserted between the cork and the wire; and at and the patient is cured.-Dr. Hill, Brit. Med9 p.m., there was no pulsation. Third day; at Journal.
Il a.m. ; the limb was readjusted on the pillows,and his position made less irksome. There was then GANGLION OF THE WRIsT.-The young ladyno pulsation. At 9 p.m., there was a feeble thrill. now presented has a bursal or thecal tumor, some-Fourtb day. Sligbt pulsation; two more wedges times called a ganglion, on the back of the leftwere inserted, and the pulsation ceased, to reburn wrist. This lias been caused by a deposit of in-no more.-Fifth day. The limb was diminishing flammatory new material; a blow, or some likecausing the tumoug to seem more prominent. The cause, has excited some slight inflammation, inimb retained its warmth and there was no constitu- consequence of which the sheath, becoming adher-
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ent to its tendon, has formed a pouch, or bag, in
which the natural secretion accumulated. The
fluid contained is thick and jelly-like, similar to the
gurm that exudes from a cherry-tree. Possibly,
now and then, the affection may exist as a con-
genital defect, but it generally occurs as I have
desci )ed.

The treatment is simple. The older ,urgeons
usec to rupture this cyst, and disperse it into the
celuar tissue by a blow with a weight, or a book ;
the Bible was the favorite for the purpose, on ac-
count of a suppose-d special virtue in this direction.
I will introduce , tenotome under the skin, some
distance from i umor, scarify it and liberate its
contents ; the swill subsequently be obliterated
by innlammationi, encouraged by painting the skin
over it with iodine, and applying pressure ; an old-
fashionedl cent, or a silver quarter, makes a good
Comîpress. The dressing vill remain on for three
or four days, and then be temporarily removed to
nake a fresh application of tincture of iodine. If

I were not a modest man I might claim originality
for this method of treatment, as I have never seen
it described anywhere ; it is not in any of the
books, and I have used it with great success for
mTany years.-Prof Gross Med. and Siurg. Reporter

INFLUENCE OF AN±ýSTHETICS UPON
THE SEXUAL IMPRESSIONS OF FE-
MALES.

A physician, called as an expert before a United
States tribunal, made the following declaration:
"A woman under the influence of anæsthesia is
More liable to conception than when sexual inter-
Course has happeued by force, and I concur in the
opinion of Dr. Beck, expressed in his treatise on
Medical jurisprudence, that women may conceive
during anæsthesia. The relaxation it produces
facilitates conception."

This point seems to me established ; but I desire
to add an observation which I have made in my
Practice, and one that deeply concerns physicians
to know. It is well-known to-day that occasionally,
under the influence of ether or chlcoform, an
excitation of the sexual organs is produced, and a
feeling is excited in the mind by this sensation
Which may make a woman believe that she has
been subjected to violence.

The first case of this nature which I witnessed
tyself occurred during a delivery. The woman,
Placed under chloroforrn, experienced sexual sen-
sations so vivid that she accused me of having
iolated ber, and called on ber husband for protec-

tion. But he had been with ber all the time, as
Well as a dozen women who had never quitted the
charmber. In a second case I was administering
chloroform to a woman to have a tooth extracted,
but the physiognomy of the patient showed an

expression of venereal excitement so pronounced
that I hastened to call in her parents. On awaken-
ing she seemed astonished to see herself surround-
ed by ber family and clearly exhibited what her
impressions had been.

On another occasion a lady of a certain age
entered my office in a state of high excitement, and
related that she had gone to her surgeon to have a
trivial operation performed, to relieve the pain of
which she had taken chloroform, and the surgeon
had abused her while under its influence. I was
persuaded that she had deceived herself, and, on
examining all the circumstances, clearly proved to
her that she had been subjected to a delusion.

The moral is that physicians should never ad-
minister ether or chloroform except in the presence
of witn esses.-Reveue Medicale. [Southern Aed.
Record.]

A METHOD OF PERFORMING IRIDECTOMY FOR
THE IMPROVEMENT OF SIGHT.-Mr. Brudenell
Carter read a paper on this subject before the
Clinical Society of London. He comenced by re-
ferring to the cases in which it was désirable to
excise a portion of the iris in order to make an
artificial pupil, on account of opacity of the central
portion of the cornea or of the crystalline lens;
and mentioned the disadvantages attendant upon
an iridectomy of the ordinary shape, which extend-
ed too far towards the ciliary border of the iris, and
uncovered too much of the margin of the crystal-
line lens, thus diminishing the acuteness of vision
by spherical aberration of the rays of light. He
described the best attainable artificial pupil in such
cases as a V-shaped opening; its base continuous
with the natural pupil, and its apex directed to-
wards the ciliary border of the iris ; and mentioned
the endeavors, of Mr. Bowman and of Dr. de
Wecker to make such an opening; the former by
passing a knife under the iris, and cutting it against
the cornea; the latter by thrusting one blade of a
pair of scissors between the lens and iris, and the
other between the iris and the cornea, and cutting
a slit in the membrane by closing them. The slit
made by either of these methods would gape to the
desired extent; but the author condemned both
methods as being dangerous, and very liable to pro-
duce traumatic cataract or dislocation of the lens.
He pointed out that, if Dr. de Wecker's scissors
were introduced closed into the anterior chamber,
through a small opening in the corneo-scleral mar-
gin, and suffered to expand, the iris would rise in a
little plait between the blades, and that this plait
would be excised by closing them, leaving the
pupil which was wanted. The piece excised re-
mained on the upper surface of the closed blades
and was readily withdrawn with them, aided by the
final outflow of aqueous humor, or might as
readily be removed from the anterior chamber by
fine iris-forceps, from which the teeth had been filed
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away. The author had operated in this manner bering about fifty, a large proportion of whom
upon thirty eyes in sixteen patients, with no mis-' seemed to possess more than ordinary intelligence,chance except the production of traumatic cataract judging from their prompt replies to the questionsin the second eye operated upon ; and he believed of the Professor, and when on duty in the wards,that such an accident would be effectually guarded where from eight to ten deliveries took placeagainst by directing the blunt extremities of the daily. The operations performed by the Professorscissor-blades forwards towards the centre of the and his two assistants are very numerous, andcornea. Four patients, each operated upon in great dexterity is naturally acquired. Simpson'sthis manner in both eyes were present for exhibi- forceps, with a slight modification of the blades, istion to the Society, but only one of them were in- the one preferred. The rule is to give castor-oil ontroduced into the meeting-room ; in this case, the the third day; and peritonitis and perimetritis arepatient (a boy) had blue irises, and the new pupils usually treated with digitalis, quinine, salicine, andwere well shown. As compared with other methods morphia injections, varied according to circun-of making an artificial pupil, the author claimed for stances, cloths wrung out of water of thethis the important merit of simplicity. After the temperature of the room being applied every half-first puncture was made, a single instrument was hour. For tympanites, the abdomen is spreadintroduced into the anterior chamber, was opened, over with collodion, Prof. Braun attaching muchclosed, and withdrawn. The iris remaimied in aitu; importance to its compressive power. Duringwas neither seized, twisted, or dragged out of the three years he has had no case of rupture of theeye, and had no opportunity of contracting any uterus or vesico-vaginal fistula, and very few casesadhesion with the external incision. After a small of complete rupture of the perineum. Superficialamount of practice, it was not difficult to regulate rupture is quite common, for which two or threeboth the breadth of the piece removed and its serre-fines are employed. In nearly all the forcepsextent towards the periphery, and thus to obtain an cases, the practice is to make lateral incisions ofartificial pupil of the shape, of determinate size, the vulva, one to two inches on either side of theand in any position which might be desired, with a fourchette.-Med. Times and Gazette.minimum of injury or disturbance to other parts of
the organ. It need hardly be said that for the relief VENESECTION AS A HABIT.-An extraordinaryof tension, the operation would be almost, if not case of venesection is reported by Dr. E. Warrenaltogether, valueless.-Brit. Med. Yournal. Sawyer in the Chizcapo Medical 'ornar fo

GYNÆCOLGY IN VIENNA.-Under this title Dr.
Bozeman, the well-known writer on the surgical
diseases of women, communicates, in a letter to
the New York Medical Record, September 5, his
impressions, from a prolonged examination, of the
midwifery and gynæccological departments of the
Vienna German Hospital. These receive from
8000 to îo,ooo patients annually, and consist of
three divisions, each having 18o beds, two for phy-
sicians and medical students, and one for midwives.
To the former are appropriated about thirty beds
each, for the diseases of women that are connected
with the lying-in period. Of one of these divisions
Prof. Carl Braun is at the head, and Prof. Joseph
Spaeth of the other. At the head of the division
for midwives Prof. Gustav Braun is placed, having
Drs. Welponer and Paulik as assistant-physicians.
In the Austnian empire there are twelve schools for
physicians and twenty-six for midwives. the three
principal schools of midwifery being Vienna, Pesth,
and Prague. It is hence obvious " how much im-
portance is attached there to the teaching and train-
ing of midwives, which is now only beginning, it
seems, to awaken an interest in countries other
than those of continental Europe, where the system
has been for so long a time more or less in vogue."
To study the system adopted at Vienna was a
chief object of Db Bozeman's visit, and he found
Prof. G. Braun lecturing to a class of women num-

tember 1875. The subject of the narrative is a
retired clergyman, aged 8o. His firm step and
keen intellect show an unusual degree of preserva-
tion for his advanced years. He is a farmer's son
and, during his entire life, bas been unsually free
from sickness. When seventeen years old, accord-
ing to the custom of the period, and not for ill-
health, he was bled for the first time. *This habit
of spring bleeding was followed for the next six
years. He then became a student ; and the change
from active farm work to a sedentary life caused a
constant feeling of heaviness, to relieve which he
resorted oftener to the lancet ; and, during the
next ten years, he was bled from four to six times
a year, always losing from ten to fifteen ounces of
blood. The frequency of the venesections in-
creased ; and, for the past forty years, the patient
lias suffered the loss of eight or ten ounces of blood
regularly every three weeks. He declares that he
is always made better by bleeding ; that letting a
half-bowl of blood acts as a stimulant, and has
never been detrimental to his health. Until he re-
tired from the pulpit, ten years ago, he was a hard-
working minister, and he is still capable of work.
for the past nine months, this man has been under
Dr. Sawyer's care, who has every three weeks bled
him to the extent of from eight to ten ounces.
The demand for blood-letting is shown by a
dyspnoea, which obliges the patient to spend the
night in his chair, just before his bleeding day,
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lis lips and finger-nails become purple. Bleed-
ing at once relieves the dyspnœa, and the natural
colour is restored to the lips and fingers ; the
iman's spirits become lighter, he grows talkative,
his voice is no longer husky, and he seems in
every respect better. Repeated auscultatory ex-
aminations of the heart and lungs have failed to
discover any organic disease of the former, and
but slight evidence of vesicular dilatation of the
latter. The blood-making function of the body
las always been active, and there has never been a
demand for a peculiar diet ; and the frequent and
large losses of blood have never seemed to be hurt-
ful or debilitating. The history shows that, for a
time, the bleedings were not actually demanded;
but for many years past, in the opinion of Dr.
Sawyer, it would have been detrimental, and per-
haps attended with a fatal result, to attempt a
reformation of the habit.

ADMINISTRATION OF CHLOROFORM.-There is
One stage of the anæsthetic process-a stage es-
Pecially well marked in robust males-during
Which the inhalation should be slowly carried on
for it is a stage of -especial danger. I allude to
the struggling stage. You have all seen it doubt-
less, and must have marked how respiration is
interfered with-slow, jerking, or for a time en-
tirely suspended. Over this stage always go
Slowly. Remember the residual air of respiration-
the amount of air always in the lungs, not under-
going tidal movement. It may amount to as much
as 250 cubic inches, which, if saturated with
chloroform vapor at the temperature of 60° F.,
Would contain the vapor of 30 M., or nearly twice
as much as the average quantity present in
the hlood of an adult when sufficiently insensible
for a surgical operation. That the air is not
saturated, and generally not half saturated, is the
reason why we do not hear of still more accidents.
You will readily understand that this vapour of the
residual air is being absorbed even if respiration be
entirely suspended, and now if you mark that at
the close of this stage, the patient usually draws
several deep inspirations you can see how easy it
rMay be to give an overdose. Keep in mind, then,
the residual air of the lungs during the adminis-
tration of chloroform, and especially during the
stage of struggling.-Dr. Reeve, Cin. Clinic.

SKIN-GRAFTrNG.-In the Rudolph Hospital
(Vienna) the grafting was tried 1296 times on 62
Patients during four years, and 842 attempts (65
Per cent.) were successful. The experiment was
tried on ulcers only, that showed healthy granula
tions. The size of the grafts varied from that of a
Inustard seed to that of a bean ; the smaller ones
took best. For the first dressing a piece of tin foi
was placed between the grafts and the plaster
Strips ; the limb was kept absolutely quiet. On

changing the first dressing after twenty-four hours,
the grafts showed a difference of color; some were
pale red and could not be washed off; these had
taken, and healed in ; others were of a deathly
white color and could readily be washed away ;
others again still showed the original color, and
would, later, either heal in or drop off. The epi-
dermis of the grafts was entirely shed off by the
third day. The cicatrices formed by grafting had
no greater power of residence than those formed
without it.-Chicago Medical Yournal.

DISLOCATION OF THE CLAVICLE UPON THE
ACROMION PROCESS.-The treatment of upward
dislocations of the clavicle on the acromion has
been entirely unsatisfactory, even in the hands of
the ablest surgeons. Failure to retain the reduced
bone in its socket has been the rule. The suc-
cessful application of a new and simple method,
and at the same time one readily tolerated by the
patient, is illustrated by the following case: A
blacksmith, aged 42 years, was thrown from a
wagon, striking on his right shoulder. The exter-
nal end of the right clavicle was dislocated from
the acromion and resting upon it. The bone was
readily reduced, but could not be retained in place
by the various applications the doctor tried. He
then concluded to try Prof. E. M. Moore's dressing
for fracture of the clavicle. " Having again
reduced the dislocation and keeping it in'place by
pressure upon the top of the external end of the
clavicle, I carried the arm back and forced the
elbow towards the left side, across the back, press-
ing the arm against the side of the chest. . Direct-
ing a bystander to hold the arm in this position
and to keep up pressure upon the end of the
clavicle, I called for a common cotton sheet, which
I folded cravat-shape by placing the diagonal
corners together, and then folding these corners
over and placing them on the middle of the base
line of the triangle, and again folding the sheet
until the " cravat " is about four or five inches
wide. The end of the bandage which is next to
the body of the patient is carried by a half-spiral
turn up along the front of the arm, in front of and
over the injured shoulder, and then down across
the back to the axilla of the sound side, carried
forward under the arm, then upward in front of the
sound shoulder, and over it to the back. The
other end of the cravat is now carried around over
the front of the elbow-joint and between the arm
of the body to the back of the patient, then up-
ward across the back to the top of the sound
shoulder, there meeting the other end of the

- cravat. The ends were then drawn in opposite
directions so as to make the bandage as tight as
could be conveniently borne by the patient, and
were fastened by sewing the lapped ends to each

- other. The hand of the injured side was supported
by a sling fastened round the neck." On the
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twenty-first day of the treatment (which consisted at the same time the patients do fot sufer fromin occasionaly tigtening the dressing) all dress- delirium. Cold baths are employed when the tem-ings were removed and the treatment discontinued; perature reaches 103°, unless it is contra-indicatedthere ras ot the least deformity, nor did the bone by some special reason. If the temperature is onlymove from its place after the first application of 102 , or if the patient is debilitated, sponging thethis dressng.-Dr Moizkorncy, ACg. JournalMedi- body with water is had recourse to. The aim ofcal Sciences.. C ?ctigo .fcdicai yurnaZ- the treatment is to keep the temperature below
OP1UMtFOenIABET io2, and for this purpose it is necessary, if bathsOPiU FOR DIABETEs.-The treatment of'are employed, to repeat them every few hours indiabetes with opiates, introduced by M'Gregor, the more active cases, but, in the milder ones, fromin 1837, as yielded diffrent resuts in the hand of two to four every day may be sufficient. One ofdiffrent physicians. Prof. 1). strongly asserts the most important features connected with thisthat opium or morphine rather, exerts a direct in- treatment is, that no delirium occurs during thefluence u the excretion of sugar, diminishing its night. In one case, where active delirium ensued,quantity or making it disappear entirely. But the patient was given a bath, and immediately thelarge doses oust be given, and to the administration delirium disappeared. The internal treatment con-of too smali doses does e attrbute the ill success sists in the administration of quinine and whiskey,of other practitioners. e bases these assertions with appropriate agents for the control of theon the clinical observations of fourteen cases, in diarrhœa, and of these bismuth in twenty-grainwhich satisfactory results were obtained by the doses has proved most efficacious.-N Y. Medicalemploymient of large doses of morphine. "Iln Y9ozirnal

most of the cases the disease had lasted a longwhile, and visibly influenced the nutrition of the A MEDICAL NIGHT SERvICE.-Paris will probab-patient. None of the patients were put on an ly soon have a medical night-service, from whichabsolute animal diet, but always a small amount of possibly we in this country may take a hint, andbread ias allowed. rn ail cases a decrease in such as we have already described as existing atthe quantity of sugar in the urine ensued, sooner St. Petersburg. The Prefect de Police, in hisor later, upon the administration of morphine, and memorandum on the Budget of 1876, expressesif the dose was graduaily increased, the excretion himself thusof sugar ceased temporarily. At the saine time the "Public Succor.-We arrive at a question oftenexcess of urine decreased, the thirst subsided, and discussed ; that of medical succor to persons at-the nutrition of the patient improved. With the tacked during the night by sudden accidents or ail-Most patients, it is rue, this improvement lasted ments. The cases in which the absence of thisonly as long as morphine was given ; in one case, help has been fatal to sick persons are happilyhowever, no sugar could be found in the urine rare; but one painful occurrence (often, moreover,eighteen months after the treatment had been exaggerated) suffices to give rise to recriminationsstopped. The doses of morphine were gradually against the medical body, which, however, taken astncreased (to as much as three grains daily !) until a whole, holds cheaply enough its repose, its health,the urine did not contain any sugar, then discon- and, yet more so, its interests. The strength oftinued, to be given again when the sugar re-ap- medical men is not without limits, and their fatigu-peared to the amouit of two or three per cent., or ing and perilous profession makes repose at certainmoderate doses of morphine were continued, to hours an imperious necessity for them. On thekeep the excretion of sugar below two per cent." other hand exaggerated disquietudes of patientsThe remedy is very wel tolerated by such patients and their families often lead to useless summonses.and its narcotic influence does not appear until Finally, more than once, undier pretext of anvery late, but it causes an obstinate constipation, urgent visit, physicians have been led into an-'which, however, can be counteracted from time to bushes, not to speak of ungrateful and dishonesttime, by an enema or the use of rheum, or aioe. clients, who refuse the legitimate remuneration dueProf. D. does not feel prepared to assert that this to the service rendered."treatment can cure every case of diabetes, but he To remove these inconveniences, for the benefitthinks it may always lengthen the life of the of the public the Prefect of Police recommendspatient.-Chicago Medical yournal. the following arrangements, which wil necessitate
the inscription on the budget of the city of a sumTREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEVER. - MOUNT of only 10,000 francs ($2,ooo). In every quarter,SINAI HOSPITAL, NB.-Within the past year there medical men will be invited to decare whetherhave been treated in this hospital over sixty cases they are disposed to attend to requisitions address-of typhoid fever, and out of these only one death ed to thed in the night. The names and domicilesoccurred. This was due to perforation. The plan of those who may be wiling will be inscribed onof treatment pursud is the antipyretic, and in this an official list posted in the police-stations of.themanner it is claimed that the mortality is less, and.j quarter. The person who may require a doctor
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Will select from the list the practitioner whose aid
he desires. A police-officer from the station will
accompany him to the house of the medical man,
Will follw the latter to the house of the patient, and
Will, when the visit is over, reconduct him home.
On leaving him he will give him an order on the
police treasury for ten francs. According to the
Pecuniary position of the patient, the administra-
tion will reclaim the fees paid, or will assume the
cost of them.-Brit. Med. four.

PROLAPSE OF THE FUNIS DURING LABOUR.-Dr.

George Roper read a paper, London Obstetrical
Society, tending to show that this accident was
rarely primary, but mostly the result of some other
abnormality. After alluding to the various con-
ditions predisposing to this complication of labour,
and mentioning the different methods of accom-
Plishing reposition, he stated that the real difficulty
Consisted in keeping the cord within the uterus
after it had been returned. The best means of
doing this seemed to be in securing the firm adap-
tation of the presenting part to the os uteri. The
question of turning in place of the forceps was then
Considered ; the author preferring the latter method,
Considering that there was no shock to the mother.
Reports of six cases were given. The author con-
cluded by stating that prolapse of the cord was,
for the most part, associated with some other com-
Plication of labour; and that it behoved us to
make observations as to what that complication
mTight be, as the management of the cord would,
in a great measure, depend upon the nature of the
Complication ; in some cases, the funis could be
Saved, from pressure; in others, not.-Dr. Braxton
llicks had employed cephalic version, in transverse
presentations with prolapse of the cord, using one
hand externally to press down the presenting part
into the os uteri, the funis being pushed up simul-
taneously by the internal hand.--The President
asked if Dr. Hicks combined the postural method
With the reposition of the cord.-Dr. Hicks re-
Plied that he had not found it necessary. He had
experienced no difficulty in pressing up the head
and carrying the cord by the saine hand as quickly
as possible, and then the outside hand pressed the
head into the os. In prolapse with head-presenta-
tion, pressing the breech to the fundus was not
needed as in transverse presentations-Dr. J.
Brunton thought Dr. Roper had not given sufficient
prominence to the postural method. He (Dr.
Brunton) had found it the most satisfactory of al]
Imethods of treatment of prolapse of the cord, and
Considered it applicable in all cases. He ques.
tioled whether Dr. Hicks would be able with his
Middle finger to reduce a long loop of cord pro.
truding from the vagina ; by the postural method
this could be done.-Dr. Edis called attention to
the correct postural position being the genu-pecto
ral or knee-shoulder, not knee-elbow position, ai

had been spoken of by many.-The President re
ferred to a paper read by Dr. Thomas of New
York eighteen years ago.-Dr. Roper asked what
was the rationale of the postural position. Gravi-
tation would not account for it.-(British Medical
Yournal.)

PERcHLORIDE OF IRON IN POST PARTUM
HNIORRHAGE.-The case of death recently re-
corded in the Yournal by Mr. Boddy, which
resulted from the injection of perchloride of iron
into the uterus induces me to forward notes of a
case I attended on the 25th of September, 1874,
and the recovery of which I entirely attribute to
the speedy injection of the above solution.
Mrs. H., aged 40, a multipara, had been extremely
anxious for some time about the result of her preg-
nancy, in consequence of having met with a fall
when in her sixth month, and also of having sub-
sequently experienced pain and uneasiness over
the right inferior abdominal region. On the date
named, I was summoned in the forenoon to attend
a primipara, and had just finished adjusting the
binder after the removal of the placenta, when a
messenger arrived informing me that Mrs. H., was
in labour, and urgently wished my early attendance.
I was in time to witness the birth of the child, and
the almost simultaneous expulsion of the placenta
from the uterus; but in a few seconds there foi-
lowed a most alarming gush of blood, which
continued at short intervals. After having manipu-
lated the uncontracted uterus externally, removing
clots and applying cold to the genitals, without
avail, I injected ýve ounces of solution of perch-
loride of iron (viz., one part of the strong
pharmacopœial solution mixed with foir parts of
water). This had the immediate effect of arrest-
ing-the hæmorrhage, and also of causing the uterus
to contract ; for several hours afterwards, the
patient had all the symptoms of threatened fatal
syncope ; in fact, I never saw a case so near ap-
proaching a fatal termination. After having been
fed carefully for some hours with wine, brandy,
chicken-broth, etc., given in spoonfuls every few
minutes, she progressed at length, and ultimately
made a good recovery. As I was single-handed at
the time, and situated at a distance of seven miles

r from the nearest practitioner, the case made a
strong impression upon me, and so fully demon-
strated to my mind the value of the perchloride
injection that I now never attend a case of
confinement without first providing myself with an

1 injecting apparatus and solution ready for use.
- It may also be interesting to mention that, in

April last, I was in attendance upon a case of
- placenta prævia, where palliative treatment had

failed, and where delivery of the child at seven
months was necessary. In this case, there was a

- tendency to hæmorrhage ; I, therefore, took the
s precaution, before passing my hand up to remove
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clots, membranes, etc., to dip it into a solution o
the perchloride, and also afterwards injected a
ounce of the fiuid. This case terminated favour
ably to the mother.-DR. HARRISON, (Bris
Médical _7ournal.)

PATIENT's NOTIONS OF THE CLINCAL THERMO
METER.-Hospital patients, as a rule, do fot Clea-l
understand exactly why the clinical thermomete
is so frequently introduced to their notice, and
their ideas of a temperature chart are usually o
the haziest. The following facts gleaned from the
medical assistants of one of our metropolitan Hos-
pitals will prove this :-A young woman who was
convalescent, and whose temperature had long re-
maned normal, had a slight relapse, which she
attributed to having had " no glass under her arm
for a week." A man, suffering from acute rheu-
matism, obstinately refused to have his temperature
taken any more, saying "it took too much out of
him. It was a drawing ail his strength away." A
man had been in the habit for some time of having
his temperature taken daily under his tongue, with
a thermometer that had just been doing severe
duty in the axillæ of oth r patients. One night a
bran new thermometer was applied to his mouth,
next day he declared he was not so well, and said'
" the glass was not so strong as usual; he felt at
the time the taste was different, and it had not
done him so mnuch good!' A sister in one of thewomen's ward's says, that many of the patient's
think the thermometers are used to detect breaches
of the rule against having unauthorised edibles
brought in by friends ; and she, accordingly, does
not disabuse their minds of their innocent super-
stitution.vi-Students' 7ournal and Jospital Gazette.

CASE OF RHEUMATIC HYPERPYREXIA CURED
1Y ONE COLD BATH.-Dr. Sidner Ringer reports
the case of a young woman, aged eighten, who
had been the subject of an attack of acute rheu-
matism. rOn the fifth day of her illness, the
temperature was 102.8°, and remained between
102 and 104° for four days, when the fever
gradually declined. She had pericarditis and en-
docarditis, and an attack of pleurisy with slight
effusion on the left side. On the eighteenth daythe fever had almost gone, and although she had
not left her bed, she was considered quite con-.
valescent. On the nineteenth day, however, the
temperature rose to 103.6°; and the same night it
was 1040. Early on the twentieth day, it was
104.4'; and at noon 1o6. During the previous
night she had been very delirious ; and as the
temperature rose, she became much worse. At
noon (twentieth day), she was rapidly becom-
ng comatose, could be roused, but with much
difùiculty, and had lost her sight. It was then
determined to try the cold bath treatment. She
was placed in thejath, and five minutes afterwards
the temperature (in the rectum) was 106.2°. . ,
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f In half an hour, thirty-five minutes after enter-
i ing the bath, the temperature had fallen to 102.2 .
- Ten minutes later she was removed from the bath
Sand tbe tbermometer sbowed i0102, and tbirty-fiveminutes afterwards, 99°. For seven hours after-
wards the temperature ranged between 1o00 and

y 1020 (in the axilla). Unfortunately there are no
r notes of the temperature of the bath, but Dr. R.thinks they commenced with a temperature of 900,
f quickly reduced by the addition of ice to 6o. Buta small amount of alcoholics was given while the
- patient was in the bath. As soon as the tempera-ture began to fall, consciousness returned. There

was no delirium, and ail the serious symptomswere removed during the day. The morningafter the bath, the temperature was 1oo.6°, and on
the following morning it fell to 99.6°, and never
rose higher. From that time the patient rapidly
improved and recovered.-The British Medical
-ournal, October 2, 1875.

PROFESSOR LORAIN, of Paris, whose sudden
death occurred so recently, has left in the mem-
oies of his confrères many incidents which
illustrate the, unselfishness of his character. Even
the circumstances of his death serve to show how
self-sacrificing he was. He was busy in his study
preparing his first lecture on the History ofMedicine, which he was to deliver in a few days,when a patient called to ask him to attend a child.
The servant had received orders to say, " Not at
home," but the poor father insisting, was let in,and Dr. Lorain, notwithstanding his wife's re-minder that he was not well, went out, took an
open carriage, and climbed the six flights of stairswhich led to the room of the sick child. He hadscarcely reached there when he begged to be lainon a bed. Two physicians were summoned, and
found him, cyanosed, and convulsed, and in about
twenty minutes he was dead. As a proof of the ex-traordinary effects which may follow arbitrary
regulations, it is said that Dr. Grancher, one of the
physicians in attendance, went to the office of St.Antoine Hospital, to borrow a stretcher withwhich to take the body of the professor home.The official in charge sternly refused to permit astretcher to be taken out of the hospital, and
though Prof. Lorain had been for many years
physician to this hospital, and was at the time
physician to La Pitié, his friends were obliged toobtain the necessary stretcher elsewhere.

As another evidence of his unselfish nature, it isrelated that in 1868, Lorain was inscribed on thelist of savants who were to receive the Cross ofthe Legion of Honor. Hearing of this, he at onceused all his influence to get the name of an eidercolleague substituted for bis own. This was done,and Lorain, had to wait some years before receiving
the wished-for-Cross for bimself, as be otained t
only in August, 1875.
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,3e4dicat Xttmo andgto

DR. E. TRENHOLME reports (Canada Medical
Record) a case of traumatic tetanus successfully
treated with cloral and bromide of potassium.

SACCHARATED Dover's powder is made by sub-
stituting milk-sugar for potassium sulphate, in the
regular formula. It does not " coagulate " with
sugar-of-lead, and is in that respect superior to the
time-honored formula.-Ex.

ELEGANr FERRUGINOUS PREPARATION.-The
following offers simply the most elegant and effi-
cient ferruginous preparations we know of: Take
of tincture of chloride of iron three fluid drachms,
dilute phosphoric acid half a fluid ounce, syrup of
lemons three fluid ounces. M. A whitish prepa-
ration, pleasant to the taste ; to be exhibited in a
dose of a dessertspoonful to a tablespoonful-Med.
Times.

UNUNITED FRACTURES-OPERATION FOR THEIR
CURE.-Dr. James Spence (British Med. '7ournal,
August 14, 1875) recommends for the treatment of
ununited.fractures at an early period the following :
" A long, but narrow and strong knife is entered
sub-cutaneously ; is passed on to and between the
ends of the ununited bone, dividing freely the fibrous
union, scraping the ends of bone and slightly sepa-
rating the periosteum. Then the limb is carefully
and firmly bandaged and placed in appropriate
sPlints." His success with this simple procedure
Is such that, in recent cases, he, does not think it
warrantable to proceed to severer measures until
this has been fairly tried.-Detroit Review.

TREATMENT OF WHOOPING-COUGH WITH CAR~
11OLIC AcID VAPOR.-In reference to the report of
a Paper read by Dr. Robert J. Lee on " Whooping-
cough and Its Treatment with Carbolic Acid
Vapor," published in the last numiber of The
Doctor (p. 195), Dr. Burchardt, Oberstabsarzt,
and lecturer at the University of Berlin, writes that
in the summer of 1873 he used the steam of a
Solution in carbolic acid water (1f to 2 parts of
acid in 100 parts of water) for inhalations three
times a day, with perfect and speedy success in the
treatment of whooping-cough. The same inhala-
tions may also be used with great advantage in
Other affections of the respiratory organs.-The
Doctor, Nov. 1, '75.

CHLOROFORM AND ETHER.-In view of the
nmortality in this country froin chloroform, we feel
called upon constantly to insist upon a fuller at-
tention to the greater relative safety 'of ether.

The terrible and indisputable fact is, that no
hurnan care, wisdom, or foresight, can p'revent oc-
casional deaths from chloroform. On the other
hand, only the grossest mismanagement can render

ether inhalation fatal." This sentence we extract
from the last number of the American Quarterly
Yournal of Medical Sciences. As the American ex-
perience of ether is very large, and as this journal
is the chief medical authority in the United States,
we invite particular attention to this clear and
pregnant statement. It would only lose by addi-
tional comment.-[British Med. 7ournal.]

THE ABOLITION OF SMALL-POX.-It is, remarks
the Registrar-General, worthy of note that no death
has been referred to small-pox during the past four
months in London, which has an estimated popula-
tion of 3,445,166 although the corrected average
number of fatal cases of this disease in the corres-
ponding period of the last ten years is 337. This
complete immunity from fatal small-pox in London
for so long a period is without parrallel since civil
registration was established ; and may be safely
assumed to be entirely unprecedented. We note
that one death was last week classed to small-pox,
but that it was a fatal case of chicken-pox ; and
that, during the last eighteen weeks, 16 deaths in
London have resulted from that disease.-(British
Medical Yournal.)

SULPHURIc AcID IN THE TREATMENT OF
BOILS.- Dr. Marsh has used sulphuric acid, which
he regards as almost a specific for boils, with cor-
stant success for twenty-five years. " As soon as
the patient applies for relief, I put an adult on
elixir vitriol, 20 drops, three times a day, in a glass
of sweetened water, one hour before meals, pre-
viously smearing the teeth well with fresh butter,
in order to protect them. This is much better
than sucking through a quill, and is a perfect pro-
tection, if the teeth are subsequently washed with
a solution of sod., bicarb. a heaped teaspoonful to
a glass of water. In the use of sulphuric acid the
boil will soon melt away and disappear, no more to
re-appear. The acid should be kept up in ten-
drop doses for at least 'two weeks after the boils
have disappeared. To afford relief from pain and
soreness, I apply a piece of common adhesive
plaster, cut round, sufficiently large to cover the
the tumor, clipping the edges so that it will set
smooth."-Practitioner.

BoRAcIc AcID IN THE TREATMENT OF RING-
WORM.-Surgeon-Major Watson reports in the
Indian Medical Gazette that he has lately employed
boracic acid with very great success as an external
application in the treatment of the dermatophyta
or vegetable parasitic diseases of the skin. He
was induced to try this remedy from witnessing
its employment as an antiseptic in the Edinburgh
Infirmary wards. The diseases in which be has
hitherto used boracic acid have b-en the different
forms of tinea (T. tonsurans and circinata), and in
that very troublesome form of the disease which
affects the scrotum and inner side of the upper
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part of the thighs of many Europeans in India.
Dr. Watson declares that the external application
of a solution of boracic acid acts like a charm in
such cases. An aqueous solution of boracic acid
of a drachm to the ounce, or as much as the water
will take up at ordinary temperatures, is employed.
The affected parts should be well bathed with the
solution twice daily, some little friction being used,and it should not be wiped off, but allowed to dry
on the part. The remedy is said to be so simple,cheap, and efficacious, that it has only to be once
used to be preferred to all other remedies of the
same class.

A FLEXIBLE CLINICAI STETHOSCOPE.-Every
practitioner has occasion to feel often the need of
a longer instrument than the ordinary stethoscope,
and one which by its flexibility permits him to
vary his position with relation to the patient.
Arnold and Sons have produced a flexible
stethoscope which meets this want. Its noveltyconsists not so much in its length and flexible-
ness as in its ear-piece, which is made of
well-polished vulcanite, and is so shaped as to fit
the meatus of the ear. Moreover, the ear-piece
has a small perforation on one of its sides, which
is intended to prevent the air from impinging un-
pleasantly upon the membrane of the tympanum
when the chest-piece is moved or first applied.
On commmencing to listen the perforation is to
be closed with the finger. We are not clear that
the instrument conducts sound better than the
ordinary stethoscope, but its utility in certain cir-
cumstances of frequent occurrence is obvious.-
The Lancet.

THE TREATMENT OF VOMITING OR PREG-
NANCY.-The interesting paper in the Yournal of
November 6th by Dr. Copeman, on obstinate
Vomiting connected with Pregnancy, has induced
me to bring into more prominent notice a remedy
which, during the last four years, I have found of
great service in relieving, if not in subduing, the
ordinary nausea and sickness of early pregnancy.
This remedy is dilute posphoric acid in doses of from
thirty to sixty minims in a wine-glass of water two,
three, or four times a day, as may be required. It
is of special value in cases where the nausea be-
comes extreme at the sight of food, as a dose may
be easily taken before meals. Amongst all the
remedies for this particular discomfort, I have
found none so unifornly efficacious. It may act
by powerfully stimulating the nerves of the stomach,
or as a coriective (if, as is asserted, the vomitings
of pregnancy are alkaline), or in both ways. It is
very pleasant to the taste, and I have always found
that patients who have taken it in one pregnancy
invariably send for the acid when they find them-
selves in an intereging condition again.-Dr. Fair-
bank, British Medical Yournal.

SIMPLE TREATMENT FOR CLUB-FoOT (The Medi-cal Record, November 20, 1875).-Dr. J. B. Todd
reports the case of a boy, aged 17 months, who Ahad complete talipes of both feet, the variety being
equino-varus. He operated, dividing the tendo
Achillis subcutaneously, and found that the foot jcould be placed in its natural position. The suD-
port was given to the parts by two pieces of splint
to fit the bottom and outside of the foot, and the
back and outside of the leg up to the upper fourth,
joining the foot-piece at an angle of about one
hundred degrees. These were well padded, and
the heel was brought down into the angle formed
by the foot and leg-piece by a many-tail bandage
brought over the instep ; then the roller was ap-
plied.

The feet were dressed each day, and an emolli-
ent lotion applied; five weeks ··after the opera-
tion, when the boy was placed upon his feet, theyretained their normal position. p

dTREATMENT OF CARBUNCLE BY STRAPPING.-
Dr. Ziegler (Phil. Med. Times, Oct, 16,) reports two
cases successfully treated after the manner. origin-
ally proposed by Dr. J. Ashurst, Jr. The indication 1
is to make concentric pressure by adhesive strips, gthree-fourths of an inch in width, tightly drawn over Ithe suppurating tumor in different directions, leav-
ing a small outlet in the centre for the discharge.The result is described as highly satisfactory, thediseased structures rapidly diminishing under the
pressure. The plan appears to be adapted to the e
suppurating stage of carbuncle.-Pac. Med. &'Surg. t
your. t

Horace Wells is to have a brorÀze statue erected
in Hartford to his memory, as the discoverer of
anesthesia. The Legislature of Connecticut appro-
priated some years ago, $5,ooo to be devoted tothis purpose, and the city of Hartford gave a like tsum.

RETURNING THE VISITS.-There is an old story tlof a godless wretch, who sent word to his doctor on
presentation of the bill that he would pay for the Smedicine and return the visits. h

The Code of Ethics of the American MedicalAssociation has been adopted by the Medical iSociety of Munich and translated into German forthe use of its members. ti
We are pleased to learn that a new edition ofDa Costa's valuable treatise on Diagnosis is in tr

preparation by the author. ti
PRURITUs TREATED WITHVINEGAR.-Dr. Thack-

eray of Dacota writes to the Medical News that he
treats the pruritus formicans of pregnancy with ix
cider vinegar, topically applied, and that he has açnever failed to cure with it. He procured the pre- d
scription from the late Prof. Henry S. Dickson.
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THE PAST YEAR.

employed than heretofore, comprising the use of
nearly all the soluble vegetable alkaloids, such as
e.g. ergotine in hemorrhage, hemoptysis, &c.
quinine in intermittent fever, morphine, atropine,
&c. The latter, associated with morphine, has been
used in cholera with very good results. Bichloride
of mercury, in 15 M. doses, of a solution of one
grain to the ounce, combined with morphine to
allay irritation, has been successfully used in the
treatment of syphilis. The bicyanide, has also been
used, in larger doses, in the same way and for the
same purpose. Various improvements have been
made from time to time in the syringe, the latest
of which is the almost painless introduction of the
needle, from the rapidity with which it penetrates

In reviewing the progress which has taken the skin by the force of a strong spiral spring. ln
Place in medical science during the past year, we surgery, the torsioning of arteries seems to be daiiy
do not find anything of a very striking character. growing in favour among surgeons both at home
True, there have been many improvements and dis- and abroad. It has been successfully used in
Coveries, but not any one or more in particular nearly all the arteries of the body, and has the
Which stand pre-eminently forth. Yet, the pro- great advantage of doing away with the irritation
gress has been none the less certain and steady. produced by the presence of a ligature in the
n medicine, the cold water treatment of fevers wound. Cases of secondary hemorrhage are also

Which was inaugurated during the previous year, has said to be of less frequent occurrence, than with
received a fresh impetus, owing to the success the ligature.
Which has attended it. Nor has the treatment been The use of the Aspirator has also been more
coflfined to continued fevers, but has been resorted fully tested, and has not disappointed its advocates.
tO with great benefit in the reduction of the high It has been used successfully in hydro-pericardium,
terperature present in some cases of acute rheu- hydrothorax, retention of urine, hernia, intestinal
r4atism. The treatment appears to be admissible obstruction, for the relief of tympanites, and for
l, all diseases in which the temperature goes be- the purpose of injecting nutrient fluids into the
Yond the normal standard. This has rendered at- intestines, &c., &c., and in no case has the intro-
tention to temperature, a matter of more practical duction of the needle been attended with serious
tonent than formerly was the case. The clinical results. It may be confidently looked upon as one
thermometer has now come to be looked upon as a of the greatest inventions of the present century.ne gua non by all intelligent practitioners, The entire removal of the larynx has again been
Sorme very remarkable cases of high temperature performed by Prof. Billroth, of Vienna, and was
have been observed during the past year. In one successful so far as the operation was concerned,
case recorded by Mr. Teale (Lancet), the tempera- but the patient died on the 5th day from pneumo-tire, in a case of injury to the spine, rose to the nia. This operation has also been performed with
llIprecedented height of 122° F. This shows that success by Prof. Von Langenbeck, of Berlin.
the thermal limits of vitality are liable to greater Nelaton's method in the treatment of chloroform
va1ation than is generally supposed possible. The narcosis, which consists in inverting the body with
treatnent of diseases of respiration and circula- the head downwards, has been successfully em-
tioni by the pneumatic method, has been lately in- ployed, both at home and abroad, during the past
WOduced in the United States, but with what year, and no doubt now remains as to its efficacy
SIccess does not yet appear. It consists in allow- in certain cases. Two cases, one by Dr. Wade, of
ilg the patient to inhale a condensed or rarefied air, Cobourg, and another by Dr. Covernton, of Simcoe
a3 the exigencies of the case may require. Hypo- have been reported in the LANCET, in which this
dermtic medication has also been more extensively treatment was successful.
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The subject of transfusion, which seemed to give can plant, is also a new drug said to possesspromise of much value in the treatment of debil- powerful aphrodisiac properties, but there seems toitated and exsanguinous patients, has agitated the be some doubt about it. The use of oleate ofprofessional mind more or less, but the results have mercury in the form of inunction in syphiliticnot been of such a charcter as to inspire confi- diseases, especially of the skin, has been attendeddence in its success. The difficulty of obtaining with very favourable results in the German hospitalshuman blood for the various cases, has led to an and is deserving of a more extended trial. Theattempt to substitute for it the blood of animals, antiseptic properties of salicylic acid have come tothe blood of lambs being generally used. A trial be regarded as second only to carbolic acid, andof it was made in Canada by Drs. Clarke, of Prince- for some affections superior to the latter. It is con-ton, and Meldrum, of Ayr; but their experience sidered a most valuable remedy in diphtheria, andwas not such as would lead them to a repetit'ion of in all diseases attended with the formation of mi-the experiment, except in flooding or sudden loss croscopic organisms. It is used internally in dosesof blood in an otherwise healthy individual. The of from two to five grains, and also as a gargle intransfusion of goat's milk as a substitute for blood diphtheria.
has also been tried by Dr, Howe, of New York, in In the field of Obstetrics, there are many points
a patient with tubercular disease, but without any worthy of notice. The itjection of perchloride
special benefit. of iron in POSt-partum hemorrhage, introduced by

In therapeutics several new remedies have been Barnes, is still the subject of many remarks pro and
introduced to notice, and some old ones applied to con. Some fatal cases have been attributed to its
new purposes. If the introduction of blood into use, and it is quite clear, we think, that it should
the .veins was sometimes attended with dyspnœa, neyer be used except as a last resource. Tincture
and other unpleasant symptoms, the taking of it of iodine has been brought forward as a substitute,
into the stomach, although not pleasant to think but it has not received much favor. The use of
of, was at least unattended with danger to life; and powerful agents to the mterior of the uterus-such
the drinking of the blood of oxen was had re- as perchloride of iron, nitric acid, chromic acid,
course to, by consumptives and others, with, in and the cautery-should be deprecated, unless in
some cases, beneficial results. Those who were very extreme cases. The operation for the remo-
squeamish about drinking the warm blood as it val of the uterus and its appendages in a case
flowed from the animals, have had it dried for fibroid tumor has been performed by Dr.Trenhoîme,
thein by the pharmaceutist, and given in the form of Montreai, with recovery of the patient; and a
of hæma pills. Carbolic acid has been turned to similar operation was also reported by Dr. Chad-
good account, in various ways, besides being used wick, of Boston. This operation has also been
as an antiseptic in the treatment of wounds a la performed by Dr. Sims twice during the past yeal,
Lister. It has been used with great benefit, in the but his cases were unsuccessfuî as to resuit. Dr.
form of inhalation, in the treatment of whooping- Sinclair (Dublin Pathological Society) reported a
cough and croup; and among its most recent uses case of successfui amputation of the uterus by a
may be mentioned its subcutaneous injection in the ligature in a case of chronic innersion, with rapid
treatment of intermittent fever, erysipelas, arthritis recovery of the patient.
and other local inflammations, in which it is said to Dr. Thonas, of New York, has devised and car-
relieve the pain and check the fever. Among ried out a new operation for the treatment of tubai
some of the new remedies may be mentioned pregnancy. In such cases, when he has reason tO
monobromide of camphor, which, as a sedative, is believe fro the pain, violent perspiration and
given in two grain doses 'in cases of insomnia, other symptons that the cyst is about to burst, bc
when other remedies such as opium, and chloral taps it through the vagina, drains off the liquot
hydrate are inadmissible. Jaborandi, a Brazilian amniiy after which he enlarges the opening and
herb 1noted for its sudorific properties, has been removes the fotus.
brought into notice. It is given in the form of in- The medical elections under the Ontario Med
fusion, and is soon followed by profuse perspiration Act took place in the month of June, and resulteL
,and an increaseu the saliva. Damiana, a Mexi- in the return of a large nueber of the oid membeo
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of the Council and but few new ones ; while the

iomœeopaths, who, at one time, threatened to
remain away altogether, have taken the advice of

their friends and have again come into the Council.

The first meeting of the new Council was held on

the 13 th of July. Considerable bitterness of feel-

ing was evinced by certain interested members

towards the LANCETý because of certain criticisms
in reference to their appointing themselves on the

examining board. Many of them, however, we

have no doubt, ha've since discovered that we but

spoke the sentiments of the profession, and we

trust that next year will'see the end of such ap-
pointments being made.

Another matter of interest to the Canadian pro-

fession was the meeting of the Medical Association
at Halifax in August. The meeting was well
attended, and many interesting papers were read

and discussed. There was a fair representation
from the Upper Provinces, and we trust that at

the next meeting, which is to be held in Toronto on

the first Wednesday in August, 1876, many of

our brethren from the Lower Provinces will return
the visit. We are pleased to see the narrow pro-
Vincialism of former days give place to the tide of

imperial sentiment in the Dominion.

Our friends in Quebec hàve been a little agita-
ted of late, over an attempt to introduce a bill into

Lures; "Dalton " on Physiology; Flint's new work
on Physiology, &c., &c. It is our painful duty
also to mention the deaths which have occurred
among the members of the profession. Among
these may be mentioned Prof. Traube, of Berlin ;
Prof. J. Hughes Bennett, of Edinburgh; and Dr.
Condie, of Philadelphia ; and among our brethren
in Canada are Drs. Bayard, St. John, N.B.; Simp-
son, Fredericton Jn., N.B. ; Lizars, Toronto ;
Sutherland, Montreal; Lawrence, Paris; Hipkins,
Brantford ; Crawford, Hamilton; Wilson, Niagara;
Cole, Clinton ; Beaumont, Toronto; Yates, King-
ston, &c., &c.

In the early part of the year there was not
unusual amount of sickness, but of late there has
been a severe epidemic of scarlet fever and diph-
theria in some parts of Ontario, and small-pox has
prevailed more or less in Montreal. In that city a
disturbance, almost amounting to a riot, was crea-
ted by the French population, owing to an attempt
on the part of the civic authorities to enforce vacci-
nation. The entire absence of vaccination in some
cases, and the imperfect character of it in others,
among the French population, has caused the dis-
ease to be more prevalent in Montreal than in other
cities of the Dominion. The fact is, the law regu-
lating vaccination is almost a dead letter in all
parts of the country, and sadly requires to be
amended.

MEDICAL LEGISLATION IN QUEBEC.

A ortc' timea oir an attemnt was madeIt to secure

the Legislature, to amend the present act of incor. . 'r

poration of the profession. The proposed bill did a new Act for the government of the professioni the Prncea of Quebec as an 1nam 4e
lot seem to meet the wishes of the profession, and

deputations were sent to Quebec to protest against
4ts passing, and we believe they have been success-
ful in preventing it. The subject of medical adver-
tising in the secular press by members of the pro-
fession has been a good deal discussed- both at
home and abroad, the general tenor of which has
been an unanimous conviction that it is derogatory
to the dignity and honor of the profession, and
that it should be positively discouatenanced by all
who have the best interests and welfare of the pro-
fession at heart.

The following medical journals have ceased
publication, or have become absorbed by other
journals during the year :-The Irish Hospital
Gazette ; the Kansas City Medical Yournal; the
Chicago Medical Examiner, and the Indiana f'our-
nal of Medicine. Among the new medical books
which have appeared during the year may be men-
tioned "Stille's Therapeutics," "Ziemssen's Cyclo-
Pædia of Medicine," Vols. I., IL., III. IV. and X.;
" Beard and Rockwell " on Electricity; "Cohen "
on Croup ; " Fox " on the Stomach ; "Loomis"
on the Respiratory Organs ; " Hamilton" on Frac-

Act of 1847, which law at present regulates the
profession in that province. By the provisions of the
present Act, the College of Physicians and Surgeons
are given entire control of medical matters in the
Province. Under this regimé the profession has
prospered for almost thirty years and the new Bill
sets out with the statement that it is " highly de-
sirable that the medical profession of thé Province
of Quebec be placed in a more respectable and effici-
ent footing." This fair opening would seem to
promise something good to follow as a means of
elevating the profession, but instead, on perusal, we

find it void of any feature, at all calculated to effect
this desideratum. Unlike the Province of Ontario,
tie regular profession alone governs in Quebec.
Unlike the present law, we think foreigners or all-
comers, rather, should not be entitled to enregistra-
tion and admission to practice without examination,
because, unfortunately, the possession of a diploma
does not always warrant the possession of the need-
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ful amount of owledge. The portals to the that physicians should do nothing derogatory toprofession should not be too numerous or to easily the dignity of the profession in the way of publicentered; in fact, there should be but one licensing advertisements or newspaper notices. We havebody, and one examining body, in each Province with regret had brought to our notice a blunder ofindependent of all Schools and Universities. The this kind-and blunder Talleyrand ranked aspower of expulsion of unworthy members should be worse than a crime-of a young friend of oursprovided for in any new Bill, which is not done in the from whose distinguished career at the schools weone proposed. The proposition that " a Committee should have hoped better things. As similar at-of three members, of whom two shall be named by tempts at obtaining the notoriety that leads tothe board, and the third by the government to profitable employment are too frequently hadattend the examination of students at the incorpora- recourse to, we publish the modus operandi fre-ted Universities or Schools of medicine, with the quently as in this instance adopted, suppressingview of ascertaining if diplomas are granted accord- names and places: "Dear Sir,-I enclose you a listing to the merits of the students" does not receive of the officers elect for - Lodge, by which youthe approval of the schools, and, in consequence, a will see that your humble servant has been honorpetition deprecating hasty legislation has been ed with the office of Worshipful Master. You cannumerously signed and isent in to the government. publish the list in your paper. I want you to giveThe powerful influence of McGill is against it, and me a little puff in your local column on the strengthan influential deputation from thè Medical Society of my being an - . Something like the followof Montreal, visited the " ancient capital" with the ing will answer very well, if it suits you.purpose of using all influence possible against legis- PERSONAL sh
lation, during the present session. These represen- elsewhere, that our old friend, Dr. - , pas been
tations have been successful, and we shall hear no elected Worshipfl Master of Lodge. The
more of it for a time at least. The bill as proposed Dr., who, by the way, is a genial good fellow, and
was drafted by a Frenchi medical man, and its a thorough gentleman, is an old boy and was made
measures were entirely without the endorsation or a mason in -- He as a successful teacher in
suggestion of the menibers of the Colleges, or the Col- tis county for many years, and subsequently a
lege of Physicians and Surgeons as a whole. In its persevering, hard-working medical student, graduat-
present for it is not acceptable to the profession in ing with high honors. We are glad to learn thatQ uebec. 

the good people of - are not slow in recogniz,
ing in him a reliable physician, an ardent mason
and a useful citizen. The young men of

MEDICAL ETHICS. always make their mark wherever they go. If tho
above is too thick make it a little thinner, and sendTwo propositions may be established as funda- nie a couple of papers next week."mental for the guidance of young practitioners. We submit that the above method of obtaining

ist. That every individual on entering the pro- professional notoriety is calculated to estrange the
fession, as he becomes thereby entitled to all its young aspirant from the countenance and supportprivileges and immunities, incurs an obligation to of the older members of the profession, and is anexert his best abilities to maintain its dignity and indirect violation of the obligations which Hippohonor, to exalt its standing, and to extend the crates imposed (and which are still retained in thebounds of its usefulness. graduating oath of the several universities) upon2nd That medicine is a liberal profession, and the young members of the noble science ofthose admitted into its ranks should found their ex- medicine. viz., that " they should respect and assistpectations of practice upon the extent of their their preceptors, their seniors by experience or age;qualifications, not on intrigue and artifice. and shall contribute, as far as in their power, to theTo expect the public to entertain a just appreci- honor of the profession." Or in other words, thatation of medical qualifications ; to make a proper their conduct shall be the pledge and proof thatdiscrimination between true science and the as- they pursue the profession as .a liberal science, andsumptions of empiricism, it is of the first importance 1 that in all their dealings with their patients, pro-
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fessional brethren and the community, they will be
ever guided by the principles of strict professional
honor. The conduct of the medical practitioner
should be the proof of his pursuing his profession
as the result of a liberal education, and thus
establish the essential difference between it and a
trade. For, as in the latter, the art is rightfully
considered as the exclusive means of gain, so the
former must inevitably be degraded into a trade
whenever mercenary and sordid motives supersede
the scientific aim.

The late Professor Green in writing on the code
of ethics that should be adopted by the profession,
thus speaks : " We demand of all its members
scientific aims and objects. We denounce as em-
pirics those who neglect or disclaim science ; we
reject as tradesmen those for whom the profession
is only a lucrative business ; and we brand as
quacks those who dishonestly make it the means
of levying a tax on the hopes and fears of the
ignorant and credulous.'' " Est modus in rebus ;
sunt certi denique fines quos ultra citraque nequit
Consistere rectum." " There is a rule for all things;
there are, in fine, fixed and stated limits, on either
Side of which right cannot be found.

INVERSION OF THE UTERUS.-A case of inver-
Sion of the uterus of upwards of 'three months
Standing, is reported in the Medical Record, N.Y.,
as having been successfully replaced by Dr. White
Of Buffalo. The patient, aged about 25 years, was
attended on the ioth of June in her third confine-
Ment, by a practitioner who for some time had dis-
Continued practice. The women .present at the
confinement, stated that the child was born naturally
and that the doctor removed the placenta, but
there was soine organ visible which they had never
Seen before in confinements. Four weeks after
delivery, another physician was called in, who pro-
nlounced it a case of fibroid tumor. A little later
it was discovered to be a case of inversion of the
uterus, and after some further delay Dr. White was
called in. The patient was placed under the in-
fluence of ether. A sound was introduced into the
bladder, and the finger in the rectum, in order to
discover whethèr they could be brought in contact,
bnt impacted feces in the rectum interfeied with
this means of diagnosis. But by pushing up the
tumor the inverted os could be distinctly felt

through the thin abdominal walls. The right hand
was then introduced into the vagina, carrying with
it a rectal bougie, by means of which pressure was
made on the fundus of the uterus, at the same time
counter-pressure on the abdomen, and in about six
minutes the uterus returned to its normal position.
In about eighteen days afterwards the woman was
almost as well as usual.

CINCHONINE.-Since the publication of the re-
port of the East Indian commission on the merits
of the different cinchona alkaloids in the treat-
ment of intermittent and remittent fevers the alka-
loid cinchonine has risen into high repute, and has
come to be much more extensively used as a tonic
and antiperiodic. After an extended trial of the
muriate of cinchonine (prepared by the Messrs.
Howard), we have been led to think very highly
of its efficiency. It possesses great virtue as a tonic
and stomachic, and is perfectly reliable as an anti-
periodic. Not only is it adequate to the cure of
the remittent fevers which prevail along the coasts
of our Canadian lakes ; but it has proved itself
most serviceable in the treatment of ague
and paludal fevers. Obstinate cases of in-
termittent, attended with great prostration, at
length yielded to cinchonine, resorted to after
discouraging trials of sulphate of quinine which is
usually so effective. We find from our own obser-
vation of its employment that it affects the base of
the brain in a less degree than does quinine. There
is less headache, less singing in the ears, and less
sensory disturbance during its exhibition than what
follows from the use of large doses of quinine.
This comparative freedom from headache is a fact of
great importance, and led us to test its value in
neuralgia, a malady in which perhaps cinchonine
is to be preferred in suitable combination with
other approved remedies. The tonic properties of
cinchonine are so decided, that it deserves to have
a place along with the sulphate of quinine, in the
large class of cases in which the latter drug is re-
sorted to for its tonic effect. It is well borne by
weak stomachs, and, combined with hydrochloric
acid, proves of service in the treatment of indiges-
tion. The chloride, or muriate, as the manufac-
turers label it, is an eligible preparation. It is
very soluble, and dissolves quickly and entirely
in dilute hydrochloric acid. It is of course chemi-
cally compatible with the tincture of perchloride of
iron, the liquor arsenici hydrochloricus, and
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with the liquor strychnie of the British pharmaco-
poeia, three remedies which are likely to be con-
joined with cinchonine to meet indications of treat-
ment in many affections.

BANQUET TO DR. CLARKE.-A banquet was
given to D)r. Clark,e on the 14th ult., by his
friends, as a mark of esteem prior to his leaving
Princeton to take charge of the Provincial Lunatic
Asylum, Toronto. It was a most sucessful and en-
thusiastic demonstration, and a magnificent expres-
sion of the people's esteem for him personally, and
their appreciation of his high literary and
professional attainments. There were about one
hundred and fifty people present; among the num-
ber were the Hon. Geo. Alexander, Thos. Oliver,
M.P., Sheriff Perry, Mayor Field, Captain
McCleneghan, Drs. Turquand, McKay, Scott, Swan,
and Messrs. Gissing, Pattullo, Beeman, Douglas,
Cameron, Strauchon, Wood and H. McKay, all of
Woodstock ; Col. Cowan, Ingersoll; W. Paterson,
M.P., A. S. Hardy, M.P., Brantford ; Dr. W.
Clarke, and Dr. Burt, Paris, and many others. The
chair was occupied by Mr. Freeman, Esq., vice-chair
by Captain Eakins. Letters regretting inability to
be present, fron Attorney-General Mowat, Mr.
Cameron, of the London Advertiser, and others,
were read by the Secretary. After the removal of
the cloth, toasts and speeches became the order of
the evening. The Di. in response to a toast with which
he was honored, saidI "that he had been in Prince.
ton seventeen years, and that lie was happy to say
that he left the neighbourhood without one feeling
of enmity. This life is too short to indulge in
bitter contentions. If a man wishes to make life
niserable let him cherish rancorous feelings against
his fellow-man. He expressed his regret at having
to sever his connection with this neighbourhood,
around which so many happy remembrances cluster,
and that in leaving it he did not go to recline on
a bed of roses, or leave a country practice to find a
sinecure. The position to which he had been
appointed was the one he would have chosen in
preference to all others. Ho had maide insanity a
special study, not for tke purpose of receiving any
appointment, for he had never dreamed of such a
thing, but solely for the love of the study of that
subject-insanity. Ho had never applied for the
appointment-it was urged upon the Government
by the spontaneous wish of the Medical Council of
Ontario." Many regrets were expressed at
the departure of he Dr. from Princeton, while at
the same time he was assured that lie carried with
him the best wishes of all present for his future
happiness.

ExcISION OF THE LARYNX.-Prof. Von Lang-
enbeck, of Berlin, has lately removed the larynx
and a portion of the base of the tongue from a
man aged 57, with cancerous infiltration of the whole
upper portion of the larynx above the ventricle.
Tracheotomy was previously performed, and the
trachea above the opening plugged with an air bag
to prevent blood from flowing into the bronchi.
Forty-one arteries were ligated, including both
external carotids; and both submaxillary glands were
removed. The patient did well. This is the fifth
case of excision of the larynx. Billroth, of Vienna,
in 1873, was the first to perform it, and he has
performed a second, since ; the third by Heine, of
Prague, in 1874 ; the fourth, by Dr. Schmidt, of
Frankfort-on-the-Main. It is Langenbeck's inten-
tion to adapt an artificial larynx to the patient's
throat as soon as the wound is perfectly cicatrized.

THE TORONTo EYE AND EAR INFIRMAR.-The
annual meeting of the Toronto Eye and Ear In-
firmary was held on the 29 th Nov. The following
report for the past year was submitted by Dr.
Rosebrugh :-Patients treated during the year,
634. Eye diseases : cured, 200 ; improved, 156 ;
relieved of discomfort, 67 ; unimproved, 8 ; incu-
rable, 8; result not known, 43; remaining under
treatment, 30. Total, 512. Ear diseases : cured,
39 ; improved, 48; unimproved, 6 ; relieved, 7 ;
result unknown, 16; incurable, 5 ; remaining under
treatment, 7. Total, 127. The appointments on
the medical staff are as follows :-Dr. Rosebrugh,
Senior Surgeon; Dr. Reeve and Dr. Coleman,
Surgeons ; Dr. Parsons and Dr. Hobley, Clinical
Assistanrs.

TREATMENT OF OZRNA. - We observe in LI
Union zWedicale du Canada that chloral hydrate is
highly recommended in chronic ozona. It is used
as an injection into the nose. The strength is as
follows :

R-Chloral Hydrate, 3ss.
Aquæ pure, ad. 3viij.

It is said to have cured cases of long standing which
had been tried by a great number of remedies with-
out benefit.

ADHESIONS IN OVARIOTOMY.--Dr. Hingston, of
Montreal, recently performed ovariotomy in the
state of N.Y., on a patient, and the adhesions were
such that it took from i i a.m. to 3 p.m. to separate
them. The patient was all this time under ether,
and made a good recovery.
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A SCHOOL ORGAN.-In another column will be
found a notice, by our reviewer (who, by the way is
a gentleman unconnected with any of the schools,)
of a new Toronto Medical Journal. While not
concurring with him in all his views, we cannot but
express our regret that any medical school should
feel under the necessity of having an " organ " to re-
Present its interests, and we cannot believe that
such a raison d'etre will find a hearty response from
the profession in Ontario.

It should be the aim of every medical journal
to represent the interests of the profession, and to
keep entirely aloof from school matters. This bas
been the principle of the LANCET, and the manner
in, which that policy bas been carried out we leave
the profession to judge. The LANCET was es-
tablished by its present manager, at a time when
he was unconnected with any medical school,
as the independent organ of the profession in
Canada, and it shall always continue to main-
tain that position.

TRINITY COLLEGE AUTUMN CONVOCATION.-

The following gentlemen were admitted to the
degree of M.D,, on the 9 th of Dec. 1875 : Egerton

riffin, W. J. Harris, and Jas. A. Robertson.

CANADIANS IN LONDoN.-The following gentle-
roen, graduates of Trinity College Medical School,
Toronto, suceessfully passed the primary examina-
tion before the Royal College of Surgeons, Eng.,
0 the 9th of November last, viz.: Drs. G. H.
burnham, J. R. Clark, C. McLarty, T. Millman
aid M. D. Stark.

É

LIVING LARV]E IN THE EAR.-Dr. Burnett (Med.
Pinzes Phila.) mentions several instances in which
'1aggots were developed in the auditory canal and
even in the tympanic cavity ; more especially are
they likely to occur in cases of chronic aural dis-
Charge. He has tried experiments with various
Substances, with the view of ascertaining what
WOuld most effectually destroy them, but found
nthing so efficacious for that purpose as chloro-

Mrn, and next to this ether. Chloroform kills them
'lstantly.

MEDICAL MEN IN THE LOCAL LEGISLATURE.--
The following medical gentlemen are members of the

1ntario House of Assembly :-Drs. Barr, Wilson,
arter, Boulter, Mostyn, Preston, Harvey, Clarke,
OSullivn, Harkin, McMahon, and Widdifield. It

ca"not be said that the medical profession is not
Well represented in the Local Legislature. The
douse is pretty well stocked with lawyers and
doctors.

PERSONAL.-Dr. S. C. Corbett, late of Port
Hope, Ont., is travelling on the Continent for the
benefit of his health. He is at present in the
South of France.

DR. J. H. MCCOLLUM, late Med. Supt. of the
Toronto General Hospital, intends establishing
himself in practice in Toronto, The experience
gained in the position he bas so ably filled for
several years, will undoubtedly insure his succets.

APPOINTMENTS.-Dr. Charles O'Reilly, for
merly of the Hamilton City Hospital, has been ap-
pointed medical superintendent of the Toronto
General Hospital, in the room of Dr. McCollum
resigned.

Mr. Henry Peterson, M.D., Linwood, to be an
associate coroner for the County of Waterloo.

See our commutation rates for 1876 in advertis-
ing columns.

SOUTH VICTORIA MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of the South Victoria Medical
Association, held at Lindsay, Thursday, the 23rd
of December, 1875, the following motions were
discussed and carried unanimously.

Resolved, that in the opinion of this association,
the medical council at its late meeting did not act
in the best interests of the profession in appoint-
ing from amongst themselves a board of examiners,
and voting to each other the sum of seventy dol-
lars remuneration for such service.

Resolved, that this association, in common with
their professional confreres of Ontario, is strongly
of opinion that there are many medical men out-
side the medical council equally well qualified to
act as examiners, and that by a wise selection from
amongst such, the medical council would have
shown better taste and gained increased confidence
from their supporters, instead of diminishing such
respect as is necessarily the case in their recent
purely selfish action.

Resolved, that the medical council be influenced
to reconsider this question, and that sister associa-
tions be invited to use their united influence in
securing such desirable result.

Resolved, that our cordial thanks are due, and
are hereby tendered to our representative, Dr. Wil-
liam Allison, for the honorable stand taken by him
on this question, and that every encouragement
be given him to continue his opposition until
the proper action be taken, and the correct result
secured.

Resolved, that our best thanks are due, and are
hereby tendered to our representative in the med-
cal council, for his advocacy of the thorough care-
fui traming of medical graduates.
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Resolved, that our representative be encouraged tion of the left lung. It was moved and seconded
to strongly oppose any further concession in study that a repprt of this case be forwarded to the
to the Eclectics, Homoeopathists, or other special- LANCET for publication. -Carried. (This will ap-
ists ; that in surgery, anatomy, chemistry, mid- pear in our next number.-ED.) Dr. Dowsley read
wifery, physiology, pathology, and such subjects a paper on the Pathology and Treatment of
wisely deemed necessary for the professional Jaundice. Drs. Worthington, Burgess and Stewart
examination, be equally and impartially required of were appointed to read papers at the next meeting
all candidates for medical degrees. which will be held in Clinton on the ist Wednes

Resolved, that in the opinion of this association day of March, 1876.
the government in their legislative enactments,
with reference to enregistration of deaths should c00 d 0petan.
place all responsibility on the family or some re-
sponsible member thereof, for the correct registra- THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF MEDICAL SCIENCE,
tion of such death ; and that in case any certificate Editor, U. Ogden, M.D., Corresponding Editor,
is required of the medical man last in attendance, R. Zimmerman, M.B., L.R.C.P., Lond.
it should be obtained from him by a proper re- The first number of this new journal is before us-
presentative of the family to which deceased belong- It will be seen that Dr. U. Ogden, Lect. on Obste-
ed ; and farther, that for any certificate thus trics in the Toronto School of Medicine is the
required of the medical man, he be paid in accord- Editor, and Dr. Zimmerman, Demonstrator of
ance with territorial medical rates. Microscopical Anatomy in the same school, is the

Resolved, that this association regrets the stand Corresponding Editor. This is sufficient to show
taken by the Globe newspaper as decidedly opposed its connection with the school, and the paternity
to the true interests of its patrons, and public of the " bantling " as the editor himself in his open-
morality ; and that we but express the common ing remarks, has, unwittingly we suppose, styled the
feeling of the profession, and all intelligent people, new Journal. It is got up in the same shape as
in strongly censuring that paper in its advocacy of the LANCET, as if it was intended to copy from the
unrestricted commerce in medical practice and the latter, but it reminds us more of the old "Dominion
encouragment of every imposter who may choose Medical Journal," with which Dr. Ogden was for-
to trade on the credulity of the afflicted, as most merly connected.
deciledly detrimental to public interest and public It is much to be regretted that the Americani
good. idea of having a "School Organ " should have

Resolved, that this association tenders its en- been transplanted to Canadian soil. There can be
couragement to such papers as have taken the more no other reason for the appearance of another
sensible view of this important question, and medical journal,especiallyin these hardtimes. Thert
sacrificing private profit in the interest of public is no surplus of literary material seeking publication.
good ; and that those papers be also encouraged In fact Canadian journals so far, are obliged to fill
in their advocacy of thorough medical education their pages with extracts and reprints. Tw
and such protection to the registered practitioner journals in Ontario cannot both pay working
in medicine, as is granted by legislative enactment expenses, and the result of this effort even if partial-
to other professions and occupations. ly successful, will be to weaken and jeopardizt

Resolved, that this association approves of the the existence of both, and bring Canadian medical
medical tariff as sanctioned by the medical council journalism into bad repute. It will also have the
for this territorial division, and will adopt it in its effect, if partly successful, of retarding or prevent
entirety. ing those improvements not only in the quality anc

Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions be quantity of the matter provided for the readers, bu
sent to the CANADA LANCET for publication. also in those looking towards the issue of semi
P. P. BURROWS. J. FIDLER, M.D., monthly or weekly editions, a very great desidera

Secretary. President. tum in these days of rapid improvement if
medical and surgical science.

gular meeting of the Huron Medical Association
was held in Seaforth, on December 8th. At a pre-
liminary meeting held in the same place on the 13 th
of Oct., the following were appointed officers of the
Association: President, Dr. Hyndman,. Exeter ;
Vice-President, Dr. McLean, Goderich ; Secy.-
Treasurer, Dr. Stewart, Brucefield. At the late
meeting, after the minutes of the previous meeting
were read and aprqved, Dr. Stewart showed a
patient who had unilateral contraction and indura-

Lrtbo, è"arriag¢o, and Ptaibo.

On the 21st August, 1875, by the Rev. Mr.
Humphreys, New York, John Hostetter, M.P.-
M.R.C.S., Eng., Toronto, to Clara Louisa, second
daughter of P. F. Kist, Esq., Walgast, Prussia.

On December 1st, at the residence of the bride's
father, by the Rev. M. Fraser, Dr. Alfred Bray tO
Helen Martin, eldest daughter of Alex. Cooper,
Esq., Angus.

t
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWEL.L, from Fresh and Selekted Livers.

TPhe universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor and flavor-having a
0il that can be depended upon as strictly bland, fish-like, and
tire and scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. Itis so sweet and pure
en long felt by the Medical Profession. that it cani be retained by the stomach

> were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soon
acture at the Fishing Stations, where the become fond of it.

h are brought to land evcry few hours, Th secret of making good Cod-Liver
d the Livers consequently are in great Oil lies in the proper application of the
rfection proper degree of heat; too much or too

This Oil is manufactured by fr on the ittle will seriously injure the quality.sea-shore, wi tLthe greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-
fbeh, heathy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-ithout the aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in the

plest process and lowest temperature marketisthemake ofmanufacturerswho
th which the Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.

e cells of the Livers. It is nearly de-
Porf. Parker, of New York, says : " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says : "It is the best for foreign or domestic use."
After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-

Liver Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-pHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
CASWELL, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonici

a8 combined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate
Of Iron and Catlisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-

eone without any in.ury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored CordIal, deicious to the taste
acetbeto the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not

ITS ALKALOIDS OR THEIR SALTS-beiug unlike other a " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are simp ly an
of Quinine and Ion. Our Elixir can be depeude upon as Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Irou. Eac des-

'ert-spoonfut contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Irou.
Ferro-Phoshorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-This ration contains one grain of Strychnia added

oach pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifngaits tonic effect. o
Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in each

ble-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, LAZARD & CO., CHMISTS ANE DRUGGISTS, New York.

T. MORSON & SON,
ai, 3&3 124 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.

WORKS: RORNSEY ROAD, N., & SUMMERFIELD WORKS, HOXERTON E., LONDON,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Pure Chemicals and all New Medicines.
SPECIALTIES.

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S
MORSON'S

PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE
PEPSINE

PREPARATIONS. (The Original Englis
PORCI, Pure.
POWDER, or POUDRE NUTRITIVE.
WINE.
LOZENGES.
GLOBULES.

h Manufacturers.)

PANCREATINE POWDER.
PANCREATIC EMULSION.
PANCREATIZED COD LIVER OIL.
SACCHARATED WHEAT PHOSPHATES.
CREOSOTE, from WOOD TAR. (The only English Makers.)
N.B.-Test ,of Purity-Insoluble in Price's Glycerine.
GELATINE. (The most economical substitute for Isinglass.)
CHLORODYNE.
EFFERVESCING CITRATE OF MAGNESIA.
ARTIFICIAL ESSENCES for Flavoring.
MORPHIA SALTS.
CHLOROFORM, Pure and Meth.
SP. ETHER NIT. P.B.
SP. AMMON. AR. P.B.
GINGE1RINE and ALOINE.

Sold Wholesale and RetaU by all Chemists and Druggists throughout tee World.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
MEDIlCD!la. L C>O]LLEcE,

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS OF 1875-76.

T Hd COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,
Tn E PRELIMINARy AUTUMNA TERM for 1875-76 will commence on Wednesday, September 15, 1875,and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures Ospecial subjects, and daily clisiicai lectures, xviii be given, as heretofore, by the entire Facuity. Students designing toattend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Tere, but attendance during the latteois not required. During the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will e given in recisely the san e number ltorde> as in the Re'egular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 29, 1875, and end about the ist of March,1876.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.J A %ES R. WOOD M.D. LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
1ORDYCE BARKkR, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.W. H. VAN BUREN, M. D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinical SurgeLEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. o f OrChopedic Surger Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D. , Prof. of Obstetries snd Diseses of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynaacology.EDWARD G. JANEWAY M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN R , M.D., Prof. f Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.ALPHEUS B. CTkRSY, M.D., Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry aud Toxicology.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES. M.D., Professor o! Dermatology, aud Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgerv, etc.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Pathological and Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anat7omy.)A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didactic teaching. h-the lectures are given within the ospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didactflectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction. The uniOficlinical and didactic teaching will also be carried out in the Summer Session, nearly all of the teachers in this Fac11dbeing physicians and surgeous to the Bellevue Hlospital.

The Summer Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text-books. This term continues from the middlcMarch to the end of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corp'exaininers appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular cliuics will also be held.

Fees for the Regular Session.
ees for Tickets to ail the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures.. ..$140 00Matriculation Fe 

<00Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection) ................................................ 10 0Graduationi Fee . . . . . .• •• "- - • • ·. - --- .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
................................... ''''.". --...................... 3000

Fees for the Summ er Session.
Matriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter).. S 0Recitations, Clinics, and Lectures . . ................. ' • ' ' ' - • . ·. .................... .. . 5 00Dissectiug (Ticket valid for the following Winter1 . 1 0 00

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address the Secretary of the Co

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.
Bellevue Hospital Medical Col''
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Go.,CUTrLER'8
GEORGE TIEMANN & C0.,CUTLER

A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE P AND

67 UHATHLAJ STREET, NEW YORK. eCarbolate of Idine Inhalants
REMEDY for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,R GI A b INS T RUM E N T S, and is well adapted to the treatment of all those disease ofa«URG CAL PSTRU ENTS the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsedby many leading practitioners, and commends itself to ailApparatus for Fractures, Dislocations and Beformities, desiring an apparatus.
atst Instruments for Local Ansthesia, and forA lica- Dr. George Hadley, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmaeyt pplica- in the University of Buffalo, in a carefully considered reporttions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube, upon its merits, concludes in these words :

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes, "On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish itsSh th .&purposes, by novel, yet by the most simple and effectualOphtbalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy- means ; to be philosophical in conception, and well carried
ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical out in the execution.'

Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besidesInstruments of ail kinds made to order, being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the
and the Latest Improvements and adept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about the

person as handily as a pencil case, and used regardless ofNovelties promptly supplied. time or place. Patented in the United States, England and
Canada. Over 50,000 now in use in this conntry.

Price $2, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly
TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED [ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra

ottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.
BY THE Kept by all druggists. Send your address and receive our

descriptive circular, post-paid.
.&RIS EXPOST'TIN OMI W. I SMTTn k or%

.1 0V

'BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

&nerican Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

DR GARRATT'S
Electric Flexible Disk.

To be worn for self applying constant Medi-
cal Electricity, for Pain, Weakness, Rheumeim
Neuralgia, &c.

lphe only thing for this purpose that is truly scientific and reliable."
4rge Disk, 5 by 8, (24 poles) best, $2.00.
Children's Disk, 2j by 6, (10 poles) $1.00.
&Nple Disk, 4 by 6 inches, (2 poles) 60 cents.
8
01d by best Druggists and Surgical Instruments makers.
lbisk sent by mail on receipt of price, by

A. C. GARRATT, & Co., 6 Hamilton P'lace, Boston, Mass.

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. y.
Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

Book Agents
and Cood Salesmen

Are "COINING MONEY " with the famous

Bida Designs,
The French Edition of jwhich sells for $165, and the London
Editon for $200. Our Popular Edition ($5.50), containisg
over One Bundred full-page quarto plates, is the CaEAPBsT
AND MosT ELEGANT PUBLICATION in AMERICA, and the BEST TO
SELL. Critics vie with each other in praising it, and the
masses buy it.

From local agent in Southport, Conn.: "In our village
of eighty houses I have taken sixty-five orders; have eau-
vassed in all about twelve days (in village and country),
and have taken orders for " one hundred and six copies."

J. B. FORD & CO., Publishers,
FULL PARTICULARS FREE. Address

THOS. BALE, Gen. Agent,

DUDLEY & BURNS,
Plain and Ornamental Book and Job Printers,

11 COLBORNE STREET, TORONTO, ONT.
OCTORS' AND DIUGGISTS' LABELS NEATLY PRINTED AT REASONABLE RATES.

,lmUo .n
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OR. J. CO1S BROWNE'S CHIORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and
regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to Which he gaSe
the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderfutl and valuable remedy eer
discovered.

CHLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy
ever discovered.

CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fevof %

Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the only specifie in Cholera and DysenterY
CHLORODYNE etrectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasl"o t
CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache'

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from indian Economist.

"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by D
subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior etQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne s li
properly appraised in Ldia. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were Iwon
men but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment Of
thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simpiy amazing." Vo b"Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Ma
at Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHO
DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Ion. F.RC.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.

"I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so
cious as an Anti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrha, and other diseases, a
most perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THomAS SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
" I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used f

ing relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has sugereo 0
years with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, sil
opium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., ilorncastle. dime '
"We have made pretty extensive use of Chlerodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent I 5

Sedative and Anti-Spasmodic. It seoms to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever caue die
induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advan If,
over all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
" It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PLRACY AND IMITATIONS. t*
CAUTIoN.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance th»

public should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne." the
Vice-Chancellor WOOD stated that Dr. J. COtLLIs BROwNE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLOR0DYNE : kh3

whole story of the Defendant, PREEmAN, was deliberately untrue, t00 t
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misreprese

of the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood. mrrbP
Chemists throughout the lani confirm this decisiouthat Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLOROD)

Sold in Bottles at Is 1½d., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words *ca
1  1

COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming ged
Testimony aceompanies each bottle.
SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY,
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PUT UP IN J W7 2 ff'1by~n d
sL~mISTt8M~

10 lb, CANS.

Go
?AAO40E M*5i.

(PETROIEO VIRT US VALIDISSIMA.)
" The most efficacious virtuefrom Petroleum."

The Embollient and healing principlefroia Petr)lezlfn, highly purtfied and concentrated, without the use of chemicals. It bas anOlUte non-affinity for oxyzen or moisture ; a perfect bland. soothing, oleaginous substance, applicable to the most sensitive con-even to the eye, without the slightest irritation, and yet so homogeneous and dense as to exclude atnospheric action and other%%'flc influence. IT IS A PERFECT APPLICATION.
b WHEN UED As SURGICAL DRESSING, and the bandages adhere to the wound, the subseqent applications may be made upon the
'rior of the last fold, which it will penetrate at once thus avoiding the danger of re-opening the wound.
. FopBUs AD SCALDS it is INVALtUABLE. It allays the acute inflammation almost immediately, and thoroughly protects theN'red parts from the action of the atmosphere. If used promptly and ALONE, the wound heals rapidly. even in severe cases,

out any sloughing, and usually without leaving any scars For cuts, lacerated surfaces, all kinds of 7f 1ammidation, poisoning,
t reKIN DISEASES GENERALLY. For Piles and diseases of the rectum, uterus and urethra, by injection. Hundreds of uses

It re uggste anyh cl iiae or i temerature. osCit o an sge, lu the _physician w knows its positive virtue. It is incapable of decomposition. fermentation, or becoming
ncid on any sore, in any chmate or temperature.
.Cosmoline combines readily with White Wax for Ointments, Cerates, with Sulphur, lodine, Bromine, etc., with Camphor, Gums,

0 ms, etc. It does not combine with proof spirits, Ammonia, or Caustic Alkalies. Coming from the same primitive source as
bolic Acid, it bas a peculiar affinity for that valuable remedy, and forms a superior vehicle for it ; on account of its simple and

character it is vastly superior to Olive Oil, Lard, etc., as a menstruum for other external applications. As an emollient, it is
rior to Glycerine, especially the Rose perfumed. Its non-affinity for oxygen or moisture renders it a perfect protection against

swhen applied to urgical instruments.
Prepared expressly for Medica' Purposes by

3 F. ]EX OU G- -EZ T O IT ct c O.
Vbe had front ail Retail Drieggists. .Samplcs and Ciresar8 furni8hed 215 South Front Street Philadeiphia. Pa.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co,
LA CTO-PHOSP lA TES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Cpound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
A Chenical Food and Nutritive Tonic.

>IS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
t Wine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-

2 gre. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate1
on, 1 gr. of Alkaloide of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
Chinchonine, andfifteen dropa offree Phosphoric Acid to

ehalf ounce.
hI cases convalescing from adynamic fevers, in all condi-

of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
tn of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical

irtion, dissipation or ad habits, in chlorotie or anSemic
', and in the strumous diathesis in adulte and children,

i8 a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
be taken for a protracted period without beooming

e>gnant to the patient.
>4ýhen Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
k4 raacopoia may be added, each fluid drachm making the

of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
klination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
t4Compound is prepared with great care, and will be main-

ed of standard purity and strength. Prepared by
T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.

SOLD B Y ALL DR UGGISTS

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFACTURER OP

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

T HE subscriber would again remind the Medical and
Dental Profession that he still continues to manufac-

ture his celebrated Instruments, in all the various branches.
Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years has afforded, has enabled
him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet
for which they are intended, a desideratum which will be
appreciated by all wishing to purchase Instruments, tha
are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. 2, " " " " ...... 18.00
Aspirator, No. 3, " " " ...... 12.00

Al the Latest Improvements and Novelties.
All orders entrusted to his care will be promptly attended

to.
p! Catalogues furnished on application.

HORATIO G. KERN,
Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St.,Philadelphia.

13
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THE HEALTH LIFTA L
IS LECOMING INDISPENSABLE AS AN ADJUNCT TO MEDICAL TREATMENT, AND IS
NOW IN THE OFFICES OF MANY OF OUR LEADING PHYSICIANS. NO ONE THING
WILL SO GREATLY HELP THE DOCTOR IN RESTORING HIS PATIENTS. IT IS
UNIVERS/.LL ý RECOMMENDED BY THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

ADDRESýS 4OK FULL PARTICULARs, F. G. WELCH, M.D., Maýnager,
AGENTS WANTED H E A LTH LIF T CO., 46 EAST 141H ST., NEW YORK.

AND

SURGICALE APPLIANCES.
PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, N'

joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.
JAMES AUTHORS,.

Ç EQ& Ve 1 Cr16 King Street East, TorontO.

TORONTO, Sept. I7, 1874.
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity,

excellence of workmanship showh in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those mane
tured in any part of the world. JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S.Englae

UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1875-'76.

M. M. HODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng. ; F.O.S., Lond. ; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting Surgeon TOrooto

General Hospital and the Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-159 Queen-st. West.

Prof. of Obstetrics, and Diseases of Women and Children.

NORMAN BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D; F.O.S. Lond.
F.R.C.S., Edin. ; F.O.S., Lond. ; Physici ao to To- Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutice.
ronto General Hospital, and Burnside Lying-in-Hospital. J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., En
24 Gerrard-st. East. Lond.; Physician to Toronto General Hospit 1 ,

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery. Attending Physician Burnside Lying-in-HosP'
144 Bay-st.

WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; LR.C.P.,
Lond.; F.O.S., Lond. ; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos-
pital.-Cor. Gould and Yonge-sts.

Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

J. FULTON, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.-
334 Yonge-st. Hospital for Incurables, and Hospital for
Sick Children. Professor of Physiology and Sanitary
Science.

W. COVERNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.
Prof. of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis.

JAMES BOVELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond. ; Consulting
Physician to the Toronto General Hospital, and the Burn-
side Lying-in-Hospital.-118 St. Patrick st.

Prof. of General Pathology.

Prof. of Medical Jurimprudence and Toxicology, and A0
ant Lecturer on Obstetrics, &o.

W. H. ELLIS, M.A., M.B.; L.R.C.P., Lond. Instrue
in Chemistry, College of Technology.

Prof. of Chemistry-General and Practical.
H. ROBERTSON, M.B. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.-24 Shute'e

Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgieal-
J. FRASER, M.D.; L.R.C.S.. Edin.; L.R.C.P., LOfd*

Demonstrator of Anatomy.
A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S.,

Microscopy.
THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer on Øhe

Botany, &c., Normal School.

The Session will commence on FRIDAY, the 1st of October, 1875, and continue for Six Months. The 1 60 tiog
will be delivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information resP. •
Lectures, Fees, qold and Silver Medals, Scholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &c., will be given '
annual announcement.

B. M. HODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Secretary.
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RimY M R7XK,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to
41rket fluctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price

o~ted includes the bottle. £ Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to Nov. 1st, 187.

4cid, Carbolie ....... ... oz.
Sulph. Ar..... ... 8 oz. bot.
Hydrocyan ........... 1 .

4flon. Carb..............b.
er,'Nit........ ..... 8oz. bot.

Sulph..........
"Co......... "

n1. Pot. Tart.. ....... .oz.
Uti Nit. fus.. .......

..Copaib.. ....... oz. bot.
Quth, Car.. .. .. .. . oz.

Oxalas..... ..........
Lral Hydrate ............
_4 rodyne ................ "

lb.
oz.

t, puly.... . . . . . .
. Lyttæ... ... lb.
t. elladon.......".... . OZ.
Colocynth Co.. . .
Gentian............... "Hiyosciam, Ang........ "

fi Sarza Co., Ang.
Nucis Vom.........

STaraxacum...... "i
huchu. .........

t Aloes Soc.........
"f "i p4 ulv....

QeAcacia, pulVt. . .. .
rine, pure............. lb.
Am. Cit.............. OZ.
et Quin. Cit....
Citro, phos.. ......

rg, Chlor.........
C Creta..

$ c.
0 07
0 20
0 23
0 25
0 22
0 33
0 28
S08

1 30
0 6".
0 30
0 30
0 15
0 15
1 40
0 60
0 13
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 05
0 20
0 30
0 75
0 07
0 50
0 30
0 90
1 10
0 60
0 30
0 12
0 65
0 18
0 15
0 15
0 12

lodine, resub..............oz.
Jalapin...............
Lin. Saponis..... .... 8 oz. bot.
Liq. Ammon..... ....

Arsenic............
Bismuth ... .......
Donovan ...........
OpiiSed.. ..........

" Potasse............
Mist. Ferri Co.. ........ 8 oz. bot.
Morph. Sul. ............... oz.

" M ur................ "
01. Crotonis.. .. .. ......

Jecoris Asselli.......... lb.
Olive Opt........

Opium................... oz.
Powd.. ..........

Pil. Aloes ............... gross.
" et Ferri.......... "
" Myr..........

Assafotid..........
Cath. Co., U. S........ "
Hydrarg, Mass .. .. .. .. lb.
" i Subchlor. Co. gross,

" Rhei. ce.. . ... .

Podophyllin, Co........ "
Plumbi Acet..l.............b.
Potass. Acet................

" Bicarb ..............
" Bromid..........
" Iodid........... "

Pulv. Creta Co.. .. .. .. .. .. "
" " C Opio. . "
"Ipecac............. "

G " o..........
Jalapa................

Quinn Sul.................. oz.

$ c.
0 50
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 45
0 28
160
0 17
0 20
4 50
4 50
0 25
0 25
0 30
0 70
0 85
0 30
0 30
0 38
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
090
5 00
0 75
1 00
3 00
2 40
2 00
2 60

Rad. Rhet. pulv.... ........ lb.
Santonine........ ......... oz.
Sodæ Bicarb.. .. .. .. ....... lb

" Potass. Tart.......... "g
Spir. Camphor.. .... .. .. .. .. 8 oz. bot

I Ammon. Co .... "
Syr. Aurant................ "t

Codeia............
" Ferrilod..........
" Strych. Phos. Co... . "
" Hypophos .. .. .. .. .. .
" Phosph. Co.........
" Seneg ...........
SSeille ............

Tinct. Aconit..........
" Arnica.. ..........
" Calumb. ..........

Camph. Go.........
" Cardam. Co .......... "c

Catechu ........... "
Cinchon Co .
Colch. Sem.........
Digital........ ........ "C
Ergot................. "
Ferri Perchlor. . .
Gentian Go.........
Hyosciam .............
lodine............
Nucis Vom.........
Opii ..................
Rhei Go..........
Valer.............

" Verat Vir ........... oz.
Ung. Hyd. Nit.............. lb.

"Zinci............... '
Vin. Ipecac.. ......... 8 oz. bot

" Antim................. "i

full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constant
>1y of reliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half-Scabs, $1. Enemsas from 75c.

k MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS1

ý4lutely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Virus

Obtained by the method of

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,

tuted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
he case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
e, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by

Ilenry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
Sthe hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far

rgest and most perfect in the world.

GE IVORY "LANCET " POINTS, PACKAGES OF

10.................. . . .......... $2.00.

"IMARY CRJSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY

SELECTED......................$5.00.

to i'I Virus is fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
%« With perfect safety by mail. Full directions for use

4bPany each package. Remittances mua accompany
r.Safe delivery of Virus insured.

Uk. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass,

Chromos. HEADQUARTERS FOR FORE1GN
AND AMERICAN CHROMOS. Dealers, Agents, Trunk and
Box-makers, Newspaper Publishers and Tea Stores, will find a
complete supply. Our new and brilliant specialties are
unequalled. Our 9 x 11 Mounted Chromos out8ell anything
in the market. Twelve samples for $1.00; one hundred for
$6.00. Illustrated Catalogue free. J. LATHAM & Co.,
419 Washington St., Boston, Mass. P.O. Box 2154.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,

CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the largest
and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

issued promptly on the lst of each month.

Subscription $3 per annum in advance. Single
copies 30 cents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

Ail ommunications containing Remittances, Drafts or
Post-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON M.D -
Manager, Toronto.

8 c.
2 00
0 65
0 12
0 38
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 90
0 50
0 65
0 45
0 40
0 30
0 20
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 20
0 30
0 18
0 20
0 20
0 55
0 24
0 53
0 30

0 24
0 20
0 60
0 40
0 30
0 20
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Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVER,

Unrivalled foe. the treatment of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,
restrains no motion, and maket no
show through the dress.
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For lateral curvature of the 0p
The general action is to reverse tDe
body's weight, and so depri
gravity of its depressing force.

Fi,-. Nc. 7.

lie above cut represents BN-
imsG's No-FaicTaioi SELy-ADJuaT-
isai Ba&cm TEas, applieti for the
retention of inguinal, femoral
and umbilical hernis. Acta upon
the principle of removing visceral
weight from hernial openings. la
light, cool and self-adjustable, and

Banning Truss & Brace Co's.
a Ir sa T E M

0F

XECHANICAL SUPPORT
Ras the unqualifled endorsement of over five
thousand of the leading medical men of this
country and Europe, and bas been adopted by
them in their practice.

PRACTITION ERS
Xeport to the Medical Journals and to us that
cass of

SPINAL DEFORMITIES

which have gone through the whole catalogue of
other Spinal Propo, Corsets, Abdominal Sup-
porters and Pessaries,

YIELD READILY
TO

fllir 'irvfd1m nf ~ii ninart

The above cut re
IMPOVED ABDoxMnt
removing visceral we

rcigte truncal 1
its attachment, Bm
E» BIFUBTED UTEB
in supporting the va
on each aide, thus, w
the vagina, restorini
or overtaxed uterus
ing it] to its normal

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE C0,, 704 Broadway, above 4th St,
No other office or Address. Sdnd for Descriptive PanIphie

N. B.-The numbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descrintive List No


